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ABSTRACT 

This investigation focuses on the use of laser radiation to fire sol-gel derived oxide 

films. The main emphasis of this work was to make high quality tungsten oxide ftlms with 

good electro chromic properties. Laser firing was done with a carbon dioxide laser operated 

in continuous mode. The laser-ftred tungsten oxide films were measured for density, 

composition, crystallinity and electrochromic behavior. Analytical tools included multi

angIe ellipsometry, FTIR, TEM, XRD, spectrophotometry and electrochemistry. The effect 

of process variables (laser power, spot size and translation speed) on the extent of film 

densification and microstructural evolution was investigated. 

Thennal modeling of laser-heated sol-gel films was studied to further understand the 

laser firing process and to estimate firing temperatures. Temperature calculations were 

based on laser parameters, sample geometry and target materials. Properties characteristic 

of firing temperature were used to verify the thermal modeling. For laser-fired films, the 

properties at the calculated temperatures agreed well with the properties of similar furnace

fired films. The modeling also provided the thermal profIles seen by the laser heated 

materials. 

Laser firing was shown to be a feasible technique to make good quality 

electrochromic films. By precisely controlling the irradiation, the microstructure of tungsten 

oxide fIlms was tailored to produce the desired electrochromic properties. Transmission 

electron microscopy showed fJ.lm microstructures that varied from completely amorphous 
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to fully crystalline. Corresponding optoelectrochemical measurements indicated a decrease 

in electrochromism with increasing crystallinity. The effects of density/porosity and coating 

composition are also discussed. 

It is proposed that laser firing of sol-gel derived films can be used for optics, sensors, 

graded index materials, and electrochromic windows. The ability to heat localized regions 

afforded by laser firing is advantageous for writing lines and patterns in these films. 

Windows with graded electrochromic properties can be made by dynamically changing the 

laser firing conditions as the beam rasters through a workpiece. Similarly, electrochromic 

signs can be written into a window--after the pattern is written by laser densification, the 

remaining fIlm is etched away, leaving the pattern. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation is the combination of three areas of study: sol-gel processing, 

laser-firing, and tungsten oxide. As illustrated by the Venn diagram in Figure 1.1, each area 

of study is represented by a circle. When brought together, much like using limiting terms 

in a literature search, a new area is defmed that includes all of the individual areas. In this 

case they are: sol-gel derived tungsten oxide, laser-fIred sol-gel ceramics, and laser-frred 

tungsten oxide. At the intersection of all three circles lies the specifIc topic investigated 

here, namely laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fIlms. This topic is studied as part 

of a greater study on enhancing and understanding the electro chromic properties of tungsten 

oxide for high-performance devices. Sol-gel is a method of easily making thick tungsten 

oxide films that can have a tailored microstructure by altering the chemistry of the sol and/or 

by changing the firing conditions of the fIlms. Laser-frring provides rapid heating on a 

localized scale, which is shown in this work to be benefIcial. 

Most electrochromic research has shown the effects of coating preparation on the 

microstructure of tungsten oxide fIlms, which dictates or influences the device's 

electro chromic behavior. Therefore, by varying the processing, we can alter the 

microstructure, and thereby, change the resulting properties. We show here that the 

electrochromic behavior of sol-gel deposited tungsten oxide fllms can be tailored through 

rapid thermal annealing with a carbon dioxide laser. 
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Figure 1.1: Venn diagram of the areas of study that define the scope of this dissertation. 

1.1 Sol-gel 

The term "sol-gel" is applied to any technique of making ceramics and glasses which 

employs sols or gels in any stage of processing. A sol is a suspension or dispersion of 

discrete, small particles. A gel is a colloidal solid having a network structure such that both 

the solid and liquid components are highly interdispersed. Physically, a sol is a low viscosity 

liquid and a gel is a low modulus solid. To form a dense ceramic or glass the gel must be 

fired to drive off the remaining organics, complete the condensation reactions, and sinter the 

body. For further details on the sol-gel method of making ceramics and glasses, the reader 
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is referred to the many articles, [1-3] chapters [4,5] and books [6] that have been written 

on sol-gel science. 

The sol-gel technique has several advantages over conventional ceramic/glass melt 

processing: novel compositions, better purity, better homogeneity, lower firing 

temperatures, and ease of forming and coating. [7] Novel compositions refer to the ability 

to make ceramics/glasses of compositions that are not possible in melt processing, including 

unachievable compositions and metastable multicomponent ceramics/glasses. [8] These 

instabilities, such as miscibility gaps, cause an inhomogeneous fmal product with respect to 

phase and/or composition. Sol-gel is not immune to phase separation; however, it does 

provide a highly homogeneous mixture of the precursors. Even if a particular composition 

is unattainable by direct mixing of the precursors, the initial chemistry of the solution can 

be changed or additional processing steps can be added (e.g., adding inhibiting agents, 

varying temperature, changing solution pH) to achieve the desired composition. Not all 

ceramics and glasses can be made by sol-gel, but by varying the precursor chemistry, the sol

gel scientist has greater possibilities of making a desired composition. This wide range of 

attainable compostitions is exemplified in the large number of proven optical applications 

for wet chemically derived films. [9] 

Lower firing temperatures are advantageous toward lowering the cost of processing 

(by saving energy) over high temperature melting not only in production, but also in the 

laboratory. Lower firing temperatures mean less expensive furnaces and less personal 

protection (i.e., heat shields, gloves). Since mixing is usually done near ambient, beakers 
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are used, not crucibles, so there is potentially less contamination from the container. From 

room temperature, forming complex shapes or coatings is much easier. Monoliths are 

simply left to dry before firing, while coatings can be made by dipping, spinning, or spraying. 

[4,5,10-12] Dip coating and spray coating can be used with other-than-flat substrates for 

protective-type coatings. 

Disadvantages that plague sol-gel methods are sensitivity to processing conditions 

and cracking during drying/firing. [13] Sol-gel processing can be strongly affected by 

ambient conditions (e.g., temperature, relative humidity) during mixing, storage, coating, 

and drying. Examples of this will be discussed in more detail later in the experimental 

sections. Cracking as a result of drying or firing can usually be alleviated by changing the 

ambient conditions, but not in all situations. Another disadvantage of sol-gel processing is 

the possibility of residual organics, water/hydroxyls, and/or fme porosity. These all result 

from incomplete firing during the burn-out stage (lower temperatures) or the sintering stage 

(higher temperatures). 

1.2 Laser firing of materials 

Laser irradiation can be used to weld, drill, and cut metals; anneal crystals, ceramics 

and glasses; dope semiconductors; and cure polymers and adhesives. By matching 

wavelength and beam power to the optical and thermal properties of the target material, an 

appropriate heat treatment can be applied. In some cases surface heating may be desired 

without volume heating, requiring a high absorptivity of the incident radiation. On the other 
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hand, it might be desirable to have a narrow beam that is absorbed deeply into the target 

(e.g., for laser scribing). The density of energy imparted to a sample can be controlled by 

varying the power output of the laser, by attenuating the power with neutral density mters, 

by adjusting the focus (Le., power density) of the beam, by varying absorptivity with 

wavelength or composition, or by changing the translation speed of the laser beam across 

the sample. Laser heating also provides high heating and cooling rates that can be tailored 

by rapid pulsing or scanning at high velocities. With so many variables that affect sample 

heating from irradiation, lasers can be used in a wide variety of applications. 

The ability to heat small volumes can also be a disadvantage. If large areas 

(compared to the beam's cross-sectional area) need to be heated, many passes of a rastered 

beam are necessary. Depending on the area that needs to be heated, this could take longer 

than furnace firing the same piece. Also, thermal stresses due to high heating and cooling 

rates can cause cracking in the workpiece. 

1.3 Tungsten oxide 

Although several other coating compositions are discussed in this dissertation, 

tungsten oxide is chosen as the primary material for study due to its electrochromic 

properties. "Tungsten oxide" refers to the most commonly occurring oxide of tungsten, not 

specifically to an exact one-to-three molecular ratio (Le., W03) of tungsten and oxygen. 

This is important to keep in mind while reading this document because non-stoichiometric 

W03 still exhibits electrochromism. Furthermore, it is thought that an oxygen to tungsten 
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ratio of less than three is desirable because it enhances electrochromic properties. 

An electro chromic material is one that changes color with an applied voltage. Other 

transition metal oxides (e.g., V 2°3' NiO, Ir03, Mo03) exhibit electrochromic behavior, but 

W03 appears to have superior electrochromic properties; one of which is its high 

transparency in the visible spectrum when "bleached" and its nearly complete opacity when 

"colored." Other electrochromic materials change from one color to another, which is not 

desirable for windows that darken on automobiles or office buildings. 

Tungsten oxide is of commercial interest due to its excellent electrochromic 

behavior. Initially, tungsten oxide was a candidate for electrochromic displays, [14] but was 

never developed because of fast liquid-crystal displays (LCD). Currently, some estimate a 

billion dollar market for electrochromic devices in the next ten years. [15] Electrochromic 

coatings are presently used in sunglasses and automotive rear-view mirrors [16,17] and 

sunroofs. Future applications include variable-tinted windows for automotive glass [18] and 

building windows. [19,20] Many researchers have built and tested whole electrochromic 

devices [21-24] with promising results. Several good review articles have been published 

recently on tungsten oxide [25] and electrochromism. [26-30] 

As reported in the literature and in this work, firing conditions affect the 

electrochromic behavior of tungsten oxide. Through laser firing, the properties of sol-gel 

tungsten oxide can be tailored in several ways that are not possible by furnace firing. Due 

to the local heating ability afforded by lasers, patterns can be directly written into a coating, 

providing two advantages: 1) a dense coating that will not etch off the substrate, while the 
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undensified coating etches away easily, and 2) the laser-written pattern will be 

electro chromic. A sign or pattern that can be turned on or off can be laser written into the 

coating on a window. Also, since changing the fIring conditions (e.g., incident laser power 

or translation speed of the laser beam) alters the microstructure, affecting the electrochromic 

behavior, coatings of graded electrochromic response can be made. Therefore, laser-fIred 

tungsten oxide could be of interest for making graded electrochromic sunglasses, mirrors, 

or windows. 

1.4 Laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide films 

Solid-state electrochromic devices consist of an electrochromic layer, an ion 

conductor, and an ion storage layer sandwiched by transparent electrodes. The transparent 

electrodes are usually conducting films deposited onto glass, which surround the entire 

device. Figure 1.2 is a schematic diagram of a typical electrochromic stack. In such a solid 

state device, each layer must be deposited individually. In our case the electrochromic layer 

is tungsten oxide that is deposited by the sol-gel method onto ITO-coated glass. Tin-doped 

indium oxide (ITO) is a transparent conductor that is used as the electrode in the 

electrochromic devices. The ion storage layer can similarly be deposited onto the opposite 

ITO-coated glass plate. Then the ion conductor can be applied to either side before the 

device is fully assembled. Since each layer requires different deposition conditions and heat 

treatments, care must be taken to avoid damaging underlying layers. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of a typical solid-state eleetrochromic device. 
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In a solid-state eleetrochromic device, such as the one diagrammed in Figure 1.2, a 

potential is applied across the active layers of the device producing a current in the circuit. 

The current for coloring flows such that electrons enter the tungsten oxide (labelled 

"electrochromic layer" in Figure 1.2) through the transparent conductor adjacent to it. 

Cations migrate from the ion storage layer, through the ion conductor, and into the 

electro chromic layer for charge compensation. The ion conductor is a diffusion barrier 

between the ion storage layer and the electrochromic film to prevent cation migration 

without an applied potential. For bleaching, the applied potential is reversed. The electrons 
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leave the electrochromic layer through the same electrode and the cations return back 

through the ion conductor to the ion storage layer. 

Our purpose is to study the processing-properties-microstructure relationship of 

tungsten oxide films rather than to study solid-state electrochromic devices. For 

experimental simplicity, the fIlms were not tested in all-solid-state devices, but rather in an 

electrolyte bath that contains the counter electrode. Figure 1.3 is a schematic diagram of 

the experimental test cell for electrochromic layers. Therefore, an ion conductor and an ion 

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of an electrochromic test cell, as used in the 
characterization of our films. The electrolyte depends on the intercalated species--we 
use 0.01 M H2S04 for proton insertion. 
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storage layer are not needed, which also simplifies testing and analysis by factoring out the 

behavior of these elements in the electrochemical circuit. Thus, we only concern ourselves 

with the behavior of the tungsten oxide and the WOJITO and the WOJelectrolyte 

interfaces. 

The sol-gel method allows relatively thick films of tungsten oxide to be deposited 

quickly and inexpensively. The chemistry used here requires only modest heating ( - 2500 C) 

to produce fIlms with good electrochromic properties. This procedure does not affect the 

ITO-coated glass substrates. In this work, the tungsten oxide films are fIred with a carbon 

dioxide laser to enhance the electrochromic behavior of the sol-gel deposited, tungsten 

oxide films by controlling the microstructure. In order for laser firing to be feasible for 

making a solid-state device, it would have to be done before any further layers were added. 

Controlling the heat treatment of the sol-gel deposited films is crucial to tailoring 

microstructure. We were unable to directly measure the temperature profiles that the fIlms 

experience from laser fIring; therefore, we calculated them from the laser parameters and 

the materials' properties. Chapter 2 details work that was done to determine the heat 

treatments of sol-gel derived fIlms on oxide substrates. Chapter 3 describes and discusses 

laser firing of sol-gel derived silica coatings on silica substrates. Silica was chosen because 

it is a simple, well-characterized system that does not crystallize readily. By using a well

known material, laser firing was the primary unknown in the experiments. Once the 

techniques and characteristics of laser firing were determined, a more complicated, less

characterized system, such as tungsten oxide, could be studied. Chapter 4 contains the 
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experiments, results and discussion of laser-fIred, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fllrns. It 

concludes with a discussion of the effects of microstructure on the electrochromic properties 

of tungsten oxide. Chapter 5 is a general discussion of the issues concerning laser firing of 

sol-gel derived films. The conclusions of this work are presented in Chapter 6, followed by 

a short discussion of future work in Chapter 7. 



2. LASER HEATING THERMAL MODEL 

2.1 Overview/Introduction 
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During fIring, it is important to know the heat treatment of the material, including 

peak temperature, heating duration, and final cooling rates. During furnace heating of a 

material, the temperature, time-at-temperature, and heating/cooling rates are usually known 

and easily measured. However, with laser fIring, heating occurs too rapidly to be measured 

by simple methods. Therefore, it is useful to be able to calculate sample temperatures and 

time profiles in laser fIred materials, rather than measuring temperature directly. However, 

when performing this calculation it is necessary to use accurate physical property data, 

including any strongly temperature dependent quantities. 

Solutions to the heat equation have been solved for many different types of laser 

heating. Depending on the sample and the type of irradiation, assumptions can be made to 

simplify the calculations and still achieve an accurate solution. Solutions have been worked 

out for continuous-wavelength (cw) irradiation [31-41] and for pulsed irradiation. [42-48] 

Most of these models give the temperature rise in a material with a moving heat source 

[31,33,35-41,44-48] as well as for a stationary heat source. Some solutions have taken into 

account multi-layer films. [34,38,39,46] Other models account for a change of state in the 

target material during irradiation (e.g., melting). [35,37] Some consider the temperature 

dependence of materials properties, [36,39,40,44,48] such as heat capacity, thermal 

conductivity, absorptivity, and reflectivity. At least two attempts [49,50] have been made 
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at thermal modeling of laser-fIred sol-gel derived materials, but both provide only 

normalized temperature profiles, rather than actual temperature rise. 

This chapter first examines laser firing of sol-gel derived fIlms on an oxide substrate, 

and then expands to include two different layers on an oxide substrate. In particular, the 

case of 10.6 pm CO2 laser irradiation is emphasized because this wavelength is strongly 

absorbed by oxide materials, making it useful for laser heating of the materials of interest 

here. A method is presented for determining the temperature of a laser irradiated film on 

a semi-infinite substrate. The substrate is taken as semi-infmite because it is much thicker 

than the absorption length of the laser irradiation. We cover the case where the beam 

diameter is much larger than the absorption depth of the CO2 laser; so the laser heating is 

confined to a relatively thin surface layer (but still much thicker than the sol-gel ftlm itself). 

The properties of the substrate are important because most of the absorption of laser 

energy and the conduction of heat is through the substrate. The model presented here uses 

temperature-dependent thermal properties and assumes no phase changes in the target to 

describe heating by a scanned cw laser beam. The reflectivity and absorption coefficient are 

not strong functions of temperature for silica glass, [51] and will be assumed constant for 

both substrate and film. Heat capacity increases with temperature at about the same rate 

as does thermal conductivity. [52,53] Therefore, thermal diffusivity (see Equation 2.5) is 

constant across the temperature range in which we are interested, simplifying the 

calculations. While the microstructure of the as-deposited film is different from that of 

dense silica (due to retained organics and porosity), we make no correction for the 
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compositional variance from the substrate. Also, the volume of laser-heated film is small 

compared to the volume of laser-heated substrate, rendering the effect of differences in 

materials properties between the f11m and the substrate insignificant. Hence, the sample is 

treated as a homogeneous, semi-infInite slab. 

In Section 2.2.1 a solution to the heat equation is presented and solved. The 

Kirchhoff transform is discussed as an effective means of correcting for the temperature-

dependent thermal conductivity. The variations in temperature with position and time are 

also discussed. Section 2.2.2 presents general results of the modeling, and these results are 

compared with various experimental observations. A discussion of the salient points of the 

modeling results follows in Section 2.2.3. 

2.2 One layer thermal model 

2.2.1 Derivation 

In the following analysis, we solve heat flow in a semi-infInite solid for both static 

and moving heat sources. The heat equation accounts for the input energy and the flow of 

heat from the point that the energy is introduced. It can be written as 

or Q == C - - V[x(7)V1] 
'at 

(2.1) 

where Q is the heat introduced from laser irradiance and the other variables are listed in 
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symbol description units 

T temperature °C 

e linearized temperature °C 

t time s 

x position along scanning axis em 

Y position normal to scanning axis em 

Z depth from swface em 

X x/Ci)n 

y Y/Ci)n 

Z z/Ci)n 

r radial distance from beam center em 

P laser power W 

v laser beam scan velocity crn/s 

tn dwell time s 

Ci)n beam radius at lie intensity em 

a absorptivity em-I 

R reflectivity 

P density gjcm3 

C" heat capacity J/gOC 

K thermal conductivity W/cmoC 

D. thermal diffusivity (K/pCn) em2/s 

Table 2.1: description of variables 
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Table 2.1. Equation 2.1 is simplified when thermal conductivity is independent of 

temperature, or can be assumed constant. When this is not the case we allow for 

temperature-dependent thermal conductivity through the Kirchhoff transform. [36] A 

linearized temperature, e, is introduced when using the Kirchhoff transform, and the heat 

equation is solved for this quantity. e is defined as 

(2.2) 

where To is ambient temperature. The linear temperature, e, is determined from Equation 

2.3 below. Then, the actual temperature is found by solving for the upper integration limit, 

T, which satisfies Equation 2.2. The Kirchhoff transform causes the thermal conductivity 

to depend on local temperature. 

For the case of high absorption where there is no appreciable light penetration into 

the bulk of the material, as is the case for silica in the mid-IR, the incident radiation can be 

assumed to cause only surface heating. The temperature distribution can then be expressed 

using Green's function [54] as 

and 

8 = {iP(1-R) f-g(U)du 
,,312x(T J(a) 0 0 

(2.3) 
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(2.4) 

where X=x/CiJ o' Y=y/CiJ o' and Z=z/CiJ o (normalized to beam radius) and 

(2.5) 

with the terms defmed in Table 2.1. As mentioned earlier, K(T) and Cp(T) increase with 

temperature at about the same rate for silica; therefore, Dt(T) can be taken as a constant, Dt. 

Let us fIrst look at the static case (v=O) for a beam that is much wider than the 

absorption depth, 2CiJ o » 1/(1., which is approximated by having an infmitesimally thin 

absorption layer at the irradiated surface. Equation 2.4 equals 7t/2 when integrated from 

zero to infmity at X=Y=Z=v=O. This situation represents the peak temperature, which is 

found at the center point of irradiation on the surface by 

8 = P(I-R) 

2fixD~D 

which corresponds to the static solution presented earlier by Lax. [32] 

(2.6) 

The case of a moving laser beam, v> 0, has been approached in several ways. Lax's 

moving beam solution [3] is applicable if the dwell time, td = 2CiJJv, of the laser beam is 

longer than the time to reach thermal equilibrium in the target, tcq = pCp(CiJ o)2/K. This is 

usually not the case for much laser fIring work; therefore, the Lax solution cannot be used. 

However, Equations 2.3 and 2.4 can be solved to provide accurate solutions to the heat 

equation for higher velocity laser processing of sol-gel fIlms. When we are interested in the 
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maximum temperature rise induced by a moving laser source, Equation 2.4 becomes 

(2.7) 

The above integrals have been implemented in a computer and can be solved for 

arbitrary positions and velocities to provide estimates of the heating effects in laser-fIred sol-

gel films on absorbing substrates. Below, we examine some specifIc conditions that illustrate 

the general characteristics of laser heating of sol-gel fIlms. 

2.2.2 Results 

The results of the calculations are grouped into three areas. First, we have found that 

the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity has a profound effect on the peak 

temperature as predicted by these equations. Second, we show how the principal laser-

firing variables (beam size, and translation velocity) influence the peak temperature that the 

film reaches. Finally, we show how the temperature is spatially distributed during the laser 

fIring process. 

The linearized temperature, e, and the predicted sample temperature, T 

(incorporating the temperature-dependent thermal properties), are both plotted in Figure 2.1 

for a static laser beam and one scanned at 2 cm/s. Large errors are introduced in calculating 

the temperature rise from laser irradiation when the thermal conductivity is assumed 

constant (the dotted lines in Figure 2.1) for silica, -800° Cat 1 watt for a static beam with 

a 400 pm diameter spot size. The absolute error decreases as the velocity increases, mainly 
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because the peak temperature is lower and the thermal conductivity differences are less 

pronounced. Since the thermal conductivity increases at higher temperature, heat is 

dissipated more rapidly as the temperature rises, keeping the peak temperature down 

significantly. 
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Figure 2.1: Temperature as a function of power for carbon dioxide laser irradiated silica 
with a beam diameter of 0.04 em at 0 cm/s (upper two curves) and 5 cm/s (lower 
curves). The dotted lines are linearized temperature, e, which is the temperature 
calculated using constant thermal conductivity. The solid curves are peak temperatures, 
T max' calculated using temperature-dependent thermal properties of silica. These curves 
show the importance of the thermal conductivity correction. 
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The dependence of T max on translation speed is shown in Figure 2.2. The steady 

state solution of the heating equation is reached when the translation speed is zero. The 

temperature at the center of the beam falls to about half of the static T max by 5 crn/s. The 

peak temperature continues to decrease at higher speeds because of the reduced dwell time 

over the irradiated area. 
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Figure 2.2: Effect of translation rate on the peak fIring temperature for carbon dioxide 
laser irradiated silica. The curve is calculated for 2 watts of incident laser power, 0,04 
cm beam diameter, 20% reflectivity, and the temperature-dependent thermal properties 
of silica. 
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The cliameter of the focussed laser beam also affects the peak temperature. Its effect 

has two contributions, the dwell time and the irradiation area, or power density [W/cm2
]. 

The beam dwell time, td = 26) Jv, varies linearly with the beam width, 6) o. However, as the 

beam is spread out (Le., larger beam cliameter) the intensity of the incident power decreases 

inversely with the square of the beam diameter, causing heating over a wider area. More 

material is heated with the same amount of power, resulting in lower peak temperatures. 

The dependence of temperature on beam diameter at constant incident power is shown in 

Figure 2.3. Over the beam diameters considered here, the temperature decreases 

approximately as 1/6)0' which is roughly expected from the combined effects of dwell time 

(td cc 6)0) and power density (PD cc 1/6)02
). 

Next, we consider the spatial distribution of the heating caused by laser irradiation. 

The coordinate system is defined such that the direction of laser motion is parallel to X, Z 

is into the depth of the substrate, and the Y -direction is perpendicular to the line of laser 

firing. 
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Figure 2.3: Temperature as a function of spot size, expressed by beam radius, CUD' for 
carbon dioxide laser irradiated silica. The curve is calculated for 2 watts of incident laser 
power, 1 cm/s translation speed, and the temperature-dependent thermal properties of 
silica. 

Figure 2.4 shows the local temperature along the X-axis as the laser passes by. The 

calculations are at the beam center (Y=O) and at the surface (Z=O) for several values of laser 

translation velocity. For the static firing case, heating is uniform in both +X and -X 

directions. When moving, the laser scans across the sample from left to right leaving heated 

material in its wake; this heating dissipates gradually by thermal conduction. Note again, 

that the peak temperature decreases as the translation velocity increases, as discussed above. 

Figure 2.4 shows the time dependence of heating and cooling because the laser is being 

translated at a constant velocity. 
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Figure 2.4: Temperature along the axis of travel (i.e., X-axis) showing the effect of 
translation speed. The ordinate temperature scale is reduced temperature, T red = Ttr max 

where T max = T(x=y=z=O). All curves are calculated for 2 watts of incident laser power, 
20% reflectivity, 0.04 cm beam diameter, temperature-dependent thermal properties of 
silica, and translation speeds of 0,2,5 and 20 crn/s (curves from top to bottom, 
respectively). 

Figure 2.5 shows the local temperature along the Y -direction at the surface 

(X=Z=O); only positive values of Y are presented because the plot will be the same on both 

sides of the laser scan. Here, the breadth of temperature rise is controlled mainly by the 

beam diameter, so the moving and static lines are similar in shape. The main difference is 

that the heat deposited by the moving laser has not yet been able to diffuse far from the 

integrated points of irradiance. 
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Figure 2.5: Lateral temperature distribution of a laser fuing event at X=O and Z--o. 
Radial distance from the beam center along the abscissa is Y=Y/CJ>o' Temperature along 
the ordinate is reduced temperature, as described in the caption of Figure 2.4. The 
curves were calculated for 2 watts of incident laser power, 20% reflectivity, 0.04 cm 
beam diameter, temperature-dependent thermal properites of silica, and translation 
speeds of 0 (static--upper curve) and 2 cm/s (lower curve). 

Finally, Figure 2.6 shows temperature as a function of depth into the sample (for 

X=Y=O). As speed increases, not only does Tmax decrease (as expected), but the depth of 

heating decreases. Since this snapshot is taken at X=O, the depth of heating may be slightly 

underestimated for moving laser experiments (see Figure 2.4). However, the depth of 

material heated to near the peak temperature will still be confmed to a near-surface layer; 

this depth is more strongly tied to the thermal conductivity than the beam size. 
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Figure 2.6: Reduced temperature as a function of depth into the irradiated sample at 
x=o and y=o. Depth from the irradiated surface is reported as a reduced depth, 
Z=z/cu o' The curves were calculated using the same parameters as for Figure 2.5. The 
upper curve is for a stationary beam (0 cm/s) and the lower curve for 2 cm/s. 
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Now the thermal predictions are compared with experimental data for three systems. 

In each case we use some change in property for the system to be a direct indicator of the 

peak temperature rise in the sample. A property of the laser-fIred material is measured and 

compared to that of a similar furnace-fIred sample. The calculated temperature from the 

laser fuing thermal model is then compared to the measured furnace temperature to 

determine the accuracy of the model. The flrst dataset consists of index of refraction data 

for sol-gel derived silica fllms on silica substrates. The laser fIred fIlms are compared with 
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furnace fired fllms (Le., fllms with a known temperature history). The second experiment 

is laser heating of a sol-gel derived silica monolith. The third comparison involves laser 

fIring of sol-gel derived silica-titania fllms on soda-lime-silicate glass substrates. 

2.2.2.1 Si02 on Si02 

Sol-gel derived silica films 250 nm thick were dip coated onto fused silica substrates, 

dried at 1000 C, and fIred with a CO2 laser (10.6 Jlm wavelength) in cw operation. [55] 

Further details can be found in Section 3.3.1. Laser firing parameters and materials 

constants used for the temperature calculation are given in Table 2.2. 

I Earameter I value I 
<Un 0.021 cm 

R 0.20 (measured) 

a 5000cmol 

p 2.2g/cm3 

K(T) 1.2xlO·s.r + 0.014 W/cmo C[231 

Dr 0.005 cm2/s[22.231 

Table 2.2: Values of the optical and thermal properties for calculating the temperature of 
laser-fired sol-gel silica fllms on silica substrates with a carbon dioxide laser. Temperature 
of K(T) is in degrees Celsius. 
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Figure 2.7 presents the refractive index of the laser-fIred and furnace-fIred fIlms as 

a function of temperature; for the laser-fIred f11ms, the temperature is calculated using the 

model presented above. Although the duration of firing is dramatically different for the two 

processes, it is interesting to notice that the general densifIcation behavior is in good 

agreement; both processing methods yield the refractive index of fused silica between 10000 

and 10500 C. This suggests that the temperature calculated by the above method is a good 

representation of the peak temperature reached by the sample during laser fIring. 
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Figure 2.7: Refractive index plotted as a function of firing temperature for sol-gel 
derived silica f11ms. The temperature of the furnace-fIred samples was measured by a 
thermocouple directly above the samples. The temperature of the laser-fIred samples 
was calculated using Equations 2.2-2.5 and the values in Table 2.2. 
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2.2.2.2 Si02 Monoliths 

Shaw and King used cw CO2 laser radiation to densify sol-gel derived silica 

monoliths. [56] As stated earlier, no correction is made in this model for a fllm on a semi

infinite substrate; therefore, a fllm is not necessary in order to use this solution. However, 

a correction for bulk porosity was needed. Their samples were translated at 40 crn/s past 

a 17 watt Gaussian beam, with 760 llm diameter. Shaw and King predicted a firing 

temperature of 11000 C for these conditions; based on unspecified materials constants. 

However, their data indicate that the samples were not fully densified after the laser 

treatment, having a microhardness of 6.7 GPa. At 11000 C, sol-gel derived silica would 

normally be fully densified, which would have a microhardness of 8.6 (±0.2) Gpa. [55] 

Using our materials constants and assuming that the sol-gel derived monolith had a starting 

porosity of 35%, we estimate that the temperature would only have reached about 8200 C. 

Sol-gel silica f]fed to about 8000 C should still have 6-7% porosity, which explains the 

discrepancy in the hardness versus temperature data. This supports our calculation that the 

sample had only reached temperatures in the range of 8000 C. 

2.2.2.3 Si02-Ti02 Films on Glass 

Guglielmi, et al. have described CO2 laser heating of Si02-Ti02 fllms deposited on 

soda-lime-silicate (SLS) glass slides. [57] With a 200 Jl111 beam diameter translated at 0.1 

crn/s, they observe melting when using 0.5 watts and above. At such low translation speeds 

the dwell time (200 ms) is greater than the time to reach thermal equilibrium (14 ms); 
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therefore, the stationary beam heating solution can be used. At 0.4 watts, Equation (6) 

predicts a peak temperature of 5100 C, which is below the 5500 C softening temperature of 

soda-lime-silicate glass. (K=O.015 W/cm/K23, R=0.20) However, at 0.5 watts, where they 

say that they observe melting, Equation (6) predicts 6200 C, which is clearly above the 

softening temperature. Again, there is good agreement between our calculations and the 

observed physical behavior. This lends further support to the model described here. 

2.2.3 Discussion 

For laser firing of sol-gel coatings on oxide substrates it is apparent that 1) the effect 

of differences in the film and substrate properties are insignificant (because they have similar 

oxide-based bonding); 2) all of the absorbed heat is conducted away by the substrate 

(because the film is so thin in comparison to the amount of the bulk which is heated by the 

laser); and 3) the laser light is strongly absorbed (Le., the beam is much wider than the 

absorption depth). As seen by the close agreement of sample properties with the calculated 

temperatures in the previous section, these seem to be valid assumptions. 

One of the objectives of this section has been to demonstrate accurate estimation of 

temperatures achieved during laser firing. Since optical and thermal properties are the basis 

for this work, it is important that these data be accurate. In addition, care must be taken to 

include any strong variations in these properties with temperature. For example, the thermal 

conductivity of silica cannot be assumed constant without introducing significant errors, as 

demonstrated above in Figure 2.1. On the other hand, properties such as refractive index 
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and thennal diffusivity that vary less than about 10% in the temperature range of interest can 

be held constant. Thennal and optical properties of materials can be found in sources such 

as references 52, 53 and 58. 

The solution to the heating equation as developed in this chapter can be used to 

determine the temperature of irradiated oxide substrates or oxide films on oxide substrates, 

providing the film interactions are not extensive. Any power, translation velocity, or beam 

focus can be used, as long as the beam diameter is much wider than the absorption depth 

of the irradiation in the target material. However, materials that undergo a phase change 

or have temperature-dependent optical properties may not be suitable applications for the 

solution presented here because these conditions were not factored into the model. 

2.3 Three-layer optical/one-layer thermal model 

Since the thennal model presented in this chapter is based on the optical and thermal 

properties of the target and on the laser parameters, all must be known. Unlike silica, to 

which optical and thennal properties are readily available, many of the properties needed for 

thennal modeling WO.jITO/SLS had to be measured and/or calculated. In Section 2.2 we 

assume that all of the absorbed heat is conducted away by the substrate because the 

substrate accounts for ~98% of the total heated volume. We maintain that assumption when 

calculating the temperature of the tungsten oxide fIlms, and therefore, do not account for 

the films thermally. However, the films significantly contribute to the beam/sample 

interaction and must be accounted for optically. In this section we present a three-layer 
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optical/one-layer thermal model to calculate the temperature of laser irradiated tungsten 

oxide films on ITO-coated glass. A discussion detailing the determination of these 

properties follows. 

2.3.1 Tungsten Oxide/ITO Properties 

ITO is an excellent infrared reflector and therefore, has been extensively studied in 

the infrared. However, reflectivity and absorption are a function of film thickness and the 

complex index of refraction, which depends on the amount of tin doping. Drude theory is 

shown to work well for ITO in the infrared where it acts much like a metal. [59] Therefore, 

based on the carrier concentration of the ITO [60] and Drude theory, the complex index of 

refraction is calculated as follows 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where E)( cu) is the real part of the dielectric function and E2( cu) is the imaginary part of the 

dielectric function; E~e 4 (found by plotting E) vs (hCU)'2 and extrapolating towards high 

energy); yh is a relaxation energy which may be taken as energy-independent; and the 

plasma frequency, cup e 1.2 X 10)5 rad/s. 
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(2.10) 

(a) Z 
(a) Z = (2-) _ yZ 

P E • 
(2.11) 

(2.12) 

where the effective conduction-band mass of the electrons, mc· ::: 0.35(mJ ::: 3.2 X 10.31 kg 

and Ilc ::: 6-8 x lOW carriers/em3
• The permittivity of free space, Eo = 8.854 X 10 .• 2 A*sN*m. 

After solving Equations 2.8 and 2.9, E. = -47.1 and E2 = 85. Knowing E. = n2 
- k2 and E2 

= 2nk, n = 5 and k = 8.5. Therefore, the refractive index of the ITO used in this work at 

10.6).l111 equals 5 - 8.5i. Plugging this into the equation for reflectivity 

(2.13) 

gives R = 0.815, which is what we measured with an infrared microscope in reflectance 

mode for quarter-wavelength ITO films. Absorptivity, a, was determined to be about 105 

an'· using a = 41tk/A. 

The optical properties of tungsten oxide have been well studied in the 

UV /visible/NIR part of the electromagnetic spectrum because it is electrochromic. Since 

CO2 radiation has a wavelength of 10.6 ).l111, optical characterization in the UV /visible/NlR 
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is not useful in determining absorption, reflection and transmission at this longer 

wavelength. However, through a series of measurements and calculations, an estimate of 

the complex index of refraction for the sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fllms is made. 

Three tungsten oxide films with different thicknesses were deposited on silicon in 

order to make absorptivity measurements with the Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) 

spectrometer in normal transmission mode. By using the clifference in absorption along with 

the clifference in film thickness, an estimate of absorptivity for the tungsten oxide layer could 

be made. It is found to be about 5 x 104 em-I, which makes k ::: 4.2. The real part of the 

refractive index could not be measured directly, but is calculated knowing the optical 

properties of the other materials involved in the stack combined with a bulk optical 

measurement (Le., overall reflectivity). 

To fmd the real part of the refractive index for tungsten oxide (the only remaining 

unknown), Heavens' matrix method for reflectance and transmission of two absorbing layers 

on an absorbing substrate [61] is used. The reflectivity ofWO.jITO/SLS is measured to be 

0.71 and the real part of the refractive index is adjusted until the calculated reflectance 

matched the measured reflectance. Reflectance for this calculation was measured using an 

FTIR microscope in normal reflectance mode, with gold (R = 0.998 at 10 pm) as the 

standard. By this method the real part of the refractive index at 10.6 pm is estimated to be 

2, making N(W03) ::: 2 - 4.2i. 

Equations [62] are used to determine the absorption in each layer of the stack, 

including the substrate, which absorbed -1% of the incident radiation. The low substrate 
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absorption is due to the high reflectivity of the tungsten oxide and the ITO in the far 

infrared, not because silicate glass is transparent at that wavelength, as detennined by the 

three-layer optical part of the model. The remaining irradiation is absorbed in the fllms or 

reflected. Whena sample is laser fIred on the non-ITO side, the substrate absorbs much 

more power, which causes it to crack, than it would when irradiated on the ITO side. 

Therefore, the ITO layer serves not only as the working electrode, but also as a protective 

layer to keep the substrate from cracking during laser fIring. 

So far in this section, we have been discussing the optical properties of the tungsten 

oxide/ITO/glass substrate samples. In order to finish developing the ideas behind calculating 

the temperature rise from laser fIring such samples, we must discuss the thermal behavior 

of the three-layer samples. Similar to the situation of the optical properties, thermal data 

of silicate glasses is plentiful in the literature, but there is little data on the thermal properties 

of tungsten oxide and ITO. SpecifIc heat and thermal conductivity data are tabulated 

[52,53,63] from various researchers for bulk tungsten oxide. These data are from bulk 

crystal samples, which are dissimilar to the sol-gel derived fllms used in this work, and may 

not be valid for comparison. Similarly, the thermal properties of ITO could not be measured 

or found. Therefore, approximate values are estimated from published data of tin oxide and 

undoped indium oxide. 

In trying to fIt these thermal data into a comprehensive three-layer model, we 

determined that our fllms are thin enough to not signifIcantly affect the thermal properties 

of our samples (Le., most thermal transport occurs in the substrate.) Burgener and Reedy 
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[39] show that the error introduced by not accounting for a film that is 0.025 times the laser 

beam radius compared to the "no_film" solution is about 8%. For the spot size used in the 

laser fIring of our three layer samples, the films are only 0.003 times the beam radius, 

resulting in -1% error by using the "no-film" thermal solution. This slight error in 

calculation method is less than the possible error introduced by not accurately knowing the 

thennal properties of the materials involved. Therefore, we use a three-layer optical/one

layer thennal model to calculate the temperature in the laser-fired stacks. The following 

section describes the derivation and application of the three-layer optica1/one-Iayer thennal 

model. 

2.3.2 Derivation 

The equations used for determining the optical interaction of the incident radiation 

with the three-layer samples are based on those of Heavens. [59] They require the complex 

index of refraction for each layer and its corresponding thickness. The thickness of the 

substrate is assumed to be semi-infinite. 

The output (reflectivity and absorption of the sample) of the optical stage of the 

model is put into the thennal stage of the model; however, the absorption of each layer is 

summed into a total-power-absorbed tenn. The one-layer model derived in Section 2.2.1 

assumes that all the incident radiation is absorbed at the surface, which is in good agreement 

with the optical modeling of the three-layer samples. As stated earlier, the films are not 

explicitly accounted for in the thermal part of the model due to their small thicknesses 
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relative to the beam diameter and absorption lengths. Therefore, the thennal conductivity 

of soda-lime-silicate glass is used in the one-layer thennal model. Since the three-layer 

optical, one-layer thennal model acts similarly to the one-layer model discussed in Section 

2.2, there is no need to duplicate figures 2.1-2.6. The actual temperatures calculated by this 

method for the laser-irradiated samples will be presented and discussed with the data in 

Chapter 4. 

2.4 Conclusions 

It has been shown that the temperature-dependent thennal properties must be used 

in order to obtain accurate results for oxide fllms on silica. The temperatures calculated by 

the one-layer model for particular laser firing conditions agree well with experimental results 

from different groups and for different film and substrate compositions. The model 

presented in this chapter allows the peak temperature rise to be calculated for laser fIring 

of sol-gel films on oxide substrates. Even with films of radically different properties, the 

one-layer thermal model can be used to predict temperature rise in a sample providing 1) 

the films are accounted for optically, and 2) the films are much thinner than the radius of the 

irradiation source. 
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Before discussing our work in the area of laser-frred sol-gel fIlms, it is appropriate 

to discuss previously published research. This section is not a comprehensive review of sol

gel literature, nor is it a comprehensive review of laser-frred materials. Rather it is intended 

to overview what has been done with laser firing of sol-gel fllms. However, other works 

relevant to laser-densified, sol-gel derived films are included, and are justified on an 

individual basis. Only research on inorganic glasses will be reviewed; organic and inorganic

organic materials are not included. 

Lasers are used to heat many types of coatings for many different reasons. When 

the coating is absorbing to the wavelength of radiation used, the fllm is directly heated by 

absorbing the incident energy. On the other hand, if the coating is non-absorbing, but the 

substrate is absorbing at the given wavelength of irradiation, the coating is indirectly heated 

by conduction of heat from the substrate. In the case of a thin, absorbing coating on an 

absorbing substrate, the coating is partially heated directly and partially heated indirectly, 

depending on absorptivity and coating thickness. For the situation where neither the film 

nor the substrate is strongly absorbing, the film could either be doped to make it absorbing 

or ~other [absorbing] layer could be added, provided that the desired fllm properties are 

not adversely affected. 

Films deposited by a wide variety of methods have been laser annealed to reduce 
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optical loss in planar waveguides, [64-69] reduce porosity [70] and improve mechanical 

properties. [71,72] Sol-gel monoliths have also been laser fired to make optical components 

and to increase wear properties by providing a hard surface layer. Table 3.1 summarizes the 

published works most relevant to the subject and scope of this dissertation and the topic of 

this chapter. 

Included are laser-flred films deposited by other than sol-gel because some of the 

procedures. goals, and analysis of laser flring are the same. Carbon dioxide laser annealing 

improved the quality both of sputtered and vapor-deposited Coming 7059 glass waveguides 

by removing surface defects and bulk inhomogeneities. [64-69] Higher laser power, higher 

translation speed, and multiple laser passes were reported to improve waveguide quality. 

Optical loss measured by prism coupling at 632.8 nm was reduced from ~3 dB/cm to ~0.5 

dB/cm in one study. [69] Surface roughness as measured by optical surface profllometry 

did not change after laser annealing, indicating loss was reduced by removing bulk 

inhomogeneities. In a different study [64-68] loss decreased from 17.4 dB/cm to 0.6 dB/cm 

at 632.8 nm. These works are included here because one goal of laser flring is to improve 

fIlm quality along with densiflcation, which is indicated here by lower loss in planar 

waveguides. Since the sol-gel process can provide homogeneous coatings, we anticipate 

having no bulk inhomogeneities in silica to remove; however, surface defects are a concern. 

Laser firing of sol-gel derived oxide coatings is usually done with lasers producing 

radiation at a frequency that is absorbed by oxides, either below the absorption edge with 

an excimer laser [73,74] or in the infrared with a carbon dioxide laser. Argon-ion lasers 
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(A=514.5 nm) can be used [75] when the oxide films are deposited on silicon due to its 

absorptivity above -1.1 eV. Radiation from an Nd:YAG laser (A=1.06 pm) is rarely used 

because it is absorbed neither by silicon nor by oxides; it is used more commonly with 

metals. A separate metal layer deposited on top of the sol-gel derived oxide film can be 

used to absorb Nd:YAG radiation for heating. [76-78] An Nd:YAG laser was also used to 

pattern holes in tape cast, green ceramic sheets. [79] Although not sol-gel derived, these 

ceramics contain 35-40% organic binder that must be burned out through fIring, similar to 

the burn-out of organics in undense sol-gel films. With proper adjustments of beam size and 

power, high quality holes were produced in unfIred 100 pm thick green ceramic sheets. 

Related to laser-fired, sol-gel derived films are laser-fIred, sol-gel derived monoliths. 

[80-86] Compositionally they can be identical; however they are somewhat different when 

fIred with a laser. The sol-gel derived fllms are generally thin enough that they have little 

shrinkage in the plane of the fllm, thereby reducing drying stresses. Monoliths, however, 

shrink in three directions and are unrestrained in the z-direction. Perhaps it is for this reason 

that the monoliths were fIrst heat treated in a furnace from 600° C to 1150° C. Otherwise, 

laser fIring of monoliths is similar to laser fIring of fllms. 

Carbon dioxide lasers have been used to fire sol-gel derived titania, [87,88] silica

titania [89-93] or alumina-silica-titania [94] films to make waveguides due to the higher 

refractive index of these compositions. Arfsten [87] reported 60% shrinkage, refractive 

index of 2.30 @ 550 nm, and no change in surface topography of titania from laser fIring. 

Laser-fIred titania films were amorphous as detemtined by X-ray diffraction (hereafter 
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tenned "X-ray amorphous"), while similar furnace-fIred fIlms were crystalline. Zaugg [89] 

reported that the laser-fIred fl1ms exhibited higher refractive indices and higher losses than 

similar furnace-fIred films for guided light. Using optical surface profilometry, the 

waveguide structures were shown to be uniform up to the damage threshold, where a ridge 

formed in the center of the laser trace, presumably due to melting. Guglielmi [90,91] 

reported optical loss of 0.2 dB/cm for furnace-fired planar waveguides, while that of laser

densified strip waveguides was 5 dB/em, measured at 632.8 nm by m-line spectroscopy and 

a video camera that detected scattered light intensity. They reported that the higher loss 

was due to residual carbon in the laser-fIred waveguides. Sodium poisoning was reduced 

in the laser-fIred waveguides, due to the much shorter fIring time. LoStrocco [94] noted 

that the evolution of refractive index and shrinkage were similar between laser-densifIed and 

furnace-densifIed fIlms; however, different titania crystalline phases formed. 

In a similar study, Braun, et al. densifIed sol-gel derived silica-titania fllms with an 

excimer laser (308 nm). [88] The films were spin coated on silicon substrates and were 

heated partially by direct absorption and partially by "indirect" substrate heating. Shrinkage 

along with increased refractive index indicated densifIcation, rather than pure ablation of 

channels in the fIlms. 
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refs. summary 

64-68 Dutta, et al. improved the quality of sputtered Corning 7059 glass waveguides 
by CO2 laser annealing to remove surface defects and bulk inhomogeneities. 
Loss decreased from 17.4 dB/cm to 0.6 dB/cm at 632.8 run. 

75 Krchnavek, et al. densified sol-gel derived silica fIlms on silicon with an argon 
laser (514.5 run) to form written lines and patterns, while the undensified 
coating was etched away. Densification was by indirect, substrate heating. 

76 Steinthal coupled Nd:YAG laser radiation into sol-gel derived silica coatings on 
soda-time-silicate glass substrates by sputtering a thin metal fIlm over the 
coating to absorb the incident radiation, thereby creating indirect, surface 
heating of the gel coating. 

80,81 Shaw, et al. densified monolithic sol-gel derived silica with a CO2 laser. The 
monoliths were first heat treated in a furnace at 8000 C. Irradiation was 
directly absorbed by the monolith and completely attenuated in the fIrst 100 
lJlll, thereby densifying only the surface regions. 

82 The laser group at University of Florida densifled channel waveguides in 
monolithic sol-gel derived silica with a CO2 laser. The monoliths were fIrst 
furnace fired to different temperatures ranging from 6000 C to 11500 C. Loss 
was reported to be 0.1 dB/cm. 

77 Taylor, et al. used a Nd:YAG laser to indirectly heat sol-gel silica fllms on 
silica substrates by means of a sputtered metal coating on the surface of the 
silica fllm. This work is discussed more in depth in Section 3.2. 

83 Chiao et al. reported on modeling heat conduction in alkoxide-derived gel silica 
from CO2 laser irradiation. Heat diffusivity, heat transfer coefficient, absorbed 
power, and travelling velocity (of the laser beam) were varied to show their 
effect on the temperature distribution in the gel silica. All temperature profIles 
and distributions were presented on a relative scale. 

69 Gupta, et al. annealed sputtered and vapor deposited Corning 7059 glass 
waveguides with a CO2 laser. Higher laser power, higher translation speed, 
and multiple laser passes were reported to improve waveguide quality, reducing 
loss from -3 dB/cm to -0.5 dB/cm, measured by prism coupling at 632.8 run. 
Optical surface profIlometry showed no change in surface roughness. 
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78 Fabes, et al. used a Nd:YAG laser to densify sol-gel derived silica, silica-titania 
and tantala fllms with a thin metal overlayer. Channel structures were 
produced by preferentially heating lines on the undense films and etching away 
the remaining undense film. Large increases in refractive indices were reported 
on the films, making them promising candidates for waveguides. 

79 Louh, et al. used an Nd:YAG laser to pattern holes in unfired, tape-cast 
ceramic sheets. They show thermal proflles and temperature gradients of the 
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser irradiated ceramic sheets. With proper 
adjustments of beam size and power, high quality holes were produced in 
unfired 100 l1Il1 thick green ceramic sheets. 

90,91 M. Guglielmi, et al. made strip waveguides by laser-densification of sol-gel 
derived silica-titania fllms on silica or soda-lime-silicate substrates. Optical loss 
of 0.2 dB/cm was achieved in furnace-fired planar waveguides, while that of 
laser-densified strip waveguides was 5 dB/em, measured at 632.8 nrn by m-line 
spectroscopy. Higher loss in the laser ftred waveguides was attributed to 
residual carbon. 

89 Zaugg, et al. laser densified sol-gel derived silica-titania ftlms on silica 
substrates with a CO2 laser. The laser fired fllms exhibited higher refractive 
indices and higher optical losses. Using optical surface profllometry, the 
waveguide structures were shown to be uniform up to the damage threshold, 
where a ridge formed in the center of the laser trace, presumably due to 
melting. 

88 P.V. Braun, et al. densified sol-gel derived silica-titania fllms with an excimer 
laser (308 nrn). The films were spin coated on silicon substrates and were 
heated partially by direct absorption and partially by indirect, substrate heating. 
Shrinkage along with increased refractive index proved densification, rather 
than pure ablation of channels in the fllms. 

55 Taylor and Fabes compared laser-fired, sol-gel derived silica fllms to similar 
furnace-fired fllms. Details discussed in Section 3.3. 

92 Fabes, et al. used a CO2 laser to densify sol-gel derived silica-titania fllms and 
tungsten oxide fllms. Silica-titania waveguides fired with the laser were not as 
good as their furnace-fired counterparts. The electrochromic behavior of the 
tungsten oxide fllms were just as good as the furnace-fired films. 
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87 Arfsten, et al. used CO2 laser radiation to densify sol-gel derived titania films 
that were spin coated on SLS and borosilicate substrates. They reported 60% 
shrinkage, refractive index of 2.30 @ 550 run, and no change in surface 
topography from laser firing. Laser-fired titania fllms were X-ray amorphous, 
while similar furnace-fIred fIlms were crystalline. 

93 Birnie, et al. used CO2 irradiation to densify multilayer stacks of alternating sol-
gel derived silica and silica-titania fIlms. The silica-titania films showed higher 
shrinkage than the pure silica fIlms, with no variation in shrinkage as a function 
of position in the stack. 

74 Xue used an excimer laser to preferentially densify lines in sol-gel derived cc-
Fe20 3 on quartz and silicon substrates. Crystallization of the fllms depended on 
thermal conductivity of the substrate material. 

94 LoStrocco reported on CO2 laser densmcation of sol-gel derived silica-titania-
alumina fllms on fused silica substrates. Refractive index and shrinkage 
evolution was similar between laser-densifIed and furnace-densifIed fllms; 
however, different titania crystal phases formed. 

Table 3.1: Summary of the pertinent literature 

3.2 Silica/Nd: Y AG laser 

The study of laser-densifIcation of sol-gel derived films began with silica because 

silica is well characterized and the chemistry is well known. In these experiments the laser 

firing technique was the unknown. The effects of laser fIring on the densmcation of sol-gel 

derived films were characterized in the silica system. Then a more complicated and less 

characterized system, tungsten oxide, was studied as the unknown. The processing and 

characterization of these tungsten oxide films will be discussed in the following chapters; 

this chapter is devoted to the experiments that helped us to characterize the effects of laser 

flring on sol-gel derived coatings. 
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The initial experiments involved laser firing sol-gel derived silica coatings on soda-

lime-silicate (SLS) substrates using an Nd:YAG laser operated in continuous, single-mode 

operation. The goal was to densify highly refractory compositions on soft, less refractory 

substrates by controlling densification not only normal to the substrate, but also in the plane 

of the substrate. Desired properties, such as higher hardness and increased abrasion 

resistance, could be obtained to improve the mechanical properties of inexpensive SLS. 

3.2.1 Experimental procedures 

The coatings were made by dip coating cleaned silica microscope slides with an 

alkoxide solution. Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) was mixed in a 1:4 ratio with ethanol. Both 

acid-catalyzed and base-catalyzed solutions were prepared. The acid-catalyzed solution 

contained a 2:1 mole ratio of water to TEOS. HCI was added to bring the solution pH to 

2. The base-catalyzed solution contained a 2: 1 mole ratio of water to TEOS. Solution pH 

was brought to 11 by adding 12 M NH40H. Dip coating was performed by extracting the 

slides at a constant vclocity of 4 mrn/s in air. Each coated sample was dried at 1000 C in a 

furnace prior to measuring and laser fIring. 

Since Nd:YAG (1.06 )Jm) radiation is not strongly absorbed by glass, the sol-gel 

silica coatings either needed to be doped or covered with an absorbing medium. To confme 

heating to the surface of the coatings, a metallayer--400 A AuPd--was sputtered onto the 

surface of the undense coatings. After laser fIring, the metal was etched away with Aqua 

Regia (1 part conc. HN03 to 3 parts conc. HCl), which did not affect the coating or the 
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substrate. Unfortunately, the SLS substrates were heated above their glass transition 

temperature (from heat conduction, not absorption) and flowed or cracked before the silica 

coatings densified. Therefore, in order to obtain information on Nd: Y AG laser densification 

of silica fJ..lms, fused silica substrates were necessary to avoid substrate melting. 

Laser firing was done with the Nd:YAG laser in single-mode, continuous operation 

between 1 and 8 watts, as measured by a Coherent Labmaster power meter. The samples 

were translated past the focussed beam with a computer controlled, motorized stage. 

Translation speeds between 1 and 12 rnrn/s were used. In order to compare the laser-fired 

coatings to their furnace-fired counterparts, other coated samples were fIred by placing them 

into a hot furnace between 1000 C and 12000 C. 

3.2.2 Results 

At lower laser powers or higher translation speeds, the laser had little affect on the 

coatings, especially the base-catalyzed coatings, which needed more heat for densification 

as shown in Figure 3.1. However, increasing the laser power produC'.ed an increase in the 

amount of shrinkage, as expected. Shrinkage as a function of laser power (Figure 3.1) is 

similar to shrinkage as a function of furnace temperature (Figure 3.2) for acid- and base

catalyzed TEOS silica fllms. Ellipsometry measurements showed an increase in index of 

refraction with increased shrinkage, indicating densmcation rather than ablation by the laser 

irradiation. It was also shown that base-catalyzed silica coatings required more power to 

densify than the acid-catalyzed solution. The base-catalyzed coatings had less total 
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shrinkage, which was also expected due to the colloidal structure of the gel, as opposed to 

the more linear, chain-like structure of the acid-catalyzed gel. These data show that sol-gel 

derived silica filins can be densified with Nd:YAG laser radiation. 
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Figure 3.1: Shrinkage versus laser power for Nd:YAG laser-fired, acid- and base
catalyzed sol-gel derived silica filins. 
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Figure 3.2: Shrinkage versus fIring temperature for acid- and base-catalyzed sol-gel 
derived silica fIlms. 

3.3 Silica/C02 laser 
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The CO2 laser was fIrst used to fIre sol-gel derived silica coatings on silica 

substrates, similar to the experiments described above. The reason for laser fIring silica with 

the CO2 laser was to compare the results with those of the Nd:YAG laser-fIred silica 

coatings. The experimental procedures, results, and discussion of CO2 laser-fIred silica fIlms 

follow in this section. Finally, the procedures of laser fIring sol-gel derived W03 will be 

discussed in Section 3.4, with the results and discussion saved mostly for the next chapter. 
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Radiation from a carbon dioxide laser (A=1O.6 )J1TI), unlike that from an Nd:YAG 

laser, is strongly absorbed by most oxides. Therefore, when fIring silica and similar glass 

compositions, the metal overlayer is no longer needed to absorb the laser radiation. 

Unfortunately, the absorption depth of 1O.6)J1TI radiation in silicate glasses is about 10)J1TI, 

much longer than the thickness of the sol-gel coatings--typica1ly less than one micron in this 

work. This means that fused silica substrates would still be necessary, not because of heat 

conducted from the surface, as before, but because they absorb all the power not absorbed 

by the coating(s). However, the CO2 laser enables direct fIring without the metal overlayer 

(and the subsequent Aqua Regia etching) and the ability to fIre along the same trace several 

times. 

Since the heating and cooling rates which occur during laser fIring are extremely 

short (on the order of tens of milliseconds, depending on the laser beam parameters) it is 

likely that the structure and/or composition of laser fIred sol-gel coatings would differ from 

furnace fIred coatings, where heating and cooling take place in minutes. SpecifIcally, the 

products of condensation reactions (e.g., carbon and water) might be trapped in the coating, 

if there is not sufficient time for these products to diffuse out of the coating before porosity 

is closed off. Such contaminants could act both to increases the optical loss (due to 

scattering and/or absorption) as well as to increase the index of refraction. 

In this section we examine the evolution of the composition and properties of a 

reluctantly crystallizing, single component system. Our discussion concentrates on the 

evolution of shrinkage, composition and refractive index of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) 
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coatings as the porous gel is heated to produce dense SiOz, and is compared to furnace-fIred 

coatings. We also compare the properties of laser-densified silica with those of fused silica. 

3.3.1 Experimental procedures 

3.3.1.1 Coating preparation 

Silica sol-gel solutions were made by mixing 4 moles of ethanol per mole of TEOS. 

Two moles of acidified water (0.36 M HCI) per mole ofTEOS were added to hydrolyze the 

TEOS and catalyze the reactions at a final pH of 2. The samples used for these experiments 

were dip coated at 20-22DC with 25-35% relative humidity, and dried in air at l00DC. The 

resulting porous coatings were 200-250 nm thick before laser fIring or further annealing. 

Fused silica substrates were used for most of the samples. At the powers used, the 

laser did not damage the substrate and the furnace heating did not promote an oxide growth 

as is characteristic with silicon. Silicon was not used for thickness and refractive index 

measurements because the thermal oxide layer interferes with ellipsometry measurements. 

However, silicon was used as a substrate when infrared transparency was needed. 

3.3.1.2 Densification 

All samples on silica substrates were fired with the CO2 laser (10.6 J.1111 wavelength) 

where both the porous oxide coating and the substrate absorb strongly. Therefore, the 

coating is heated directly by absorbing the incident laser power and indirectly by substrate 

absorption. All samples on silicon substrates were ftred with the Nd:YAG laser (1.06 J.1111 
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wavelength). A 40 om thick absorbing metal layer was sputtered on each of these samples -." 

because neither the coating nor the substrate absorb at the Nd:YAG wavelength. The metal 

layer absorbs the laser radiation and provides indirect, localized heating at the surface of the 

gel coating. 

Single pass laser fIred lines are 100-150 pm. wide at the focus used for fIring these 

sol-gel coatings. However, analysis techniques require more area than a single pass can 

acconunodate. For this purpose, the laser is scanned across the sample at 50 pm. increments 

to produce a wider area. Scanning the laser yields large enough regions for analysis while 

maintaining a smooth profile of the lased area. Beam diameter and translation speed were 

held constant throughout the experiments. 

3.3.1.3 Characterization 

Mechanical surface profIlometry and optical surface analysis were done to 

characterize channel depth and shape. Changes in coating thickness and shrinkage were 

obtained from this data. Multiple angle ellipsometry [95,96] was used to determine film 

thickness and index of refraction of the laser fIred and unfired regions. The measurements 

were taken at 50° , 60° , and 65° for samples on silica and 60° , 65° , and 70° for samples on 

silicon. The raw data (Psi and Delta) were read from the ellipsometer at each angle and fed 

into an iterative program to obtain more accurate data than can be obtained from a single

angle measurement. 

FTIR spectroscopy was done to follow structural changes between furnace-heated 
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and laser-heated silica coatings. All IR samples were prepared on double polished silicon 

wafers to provide cleaner IR spectra. UV -VIS spectrophotometry was done to determine 

the optical absorption of laser-fired silica. Nano-indentation hardness measurements were 

done at a depth of 40 nm to compare the mechanical properties of laser-densified silica to 

furnace-densified silica. [97,98] 

3.3.2 Results and discussion 

3.3.2.1 Evolution of coating during densification 

The evolution of refractive index with laser power and furnace firing temperature 

is shown in Figure 2.7. Densification is shown to be complete in both the laser- and 

furnace-fIred coatings by the fact that each curve has a similar endpoint. 

For the furnace-fIred sol-gel derived silica samples, the index of refraction is 

relatively constant (between 1.424 and 1.428) throughout most of the densification process. 

For the fIrst 25-30% of shrinkage, decreases in the porosity, which tend to increase the 

refractive index, are offset by loss of volatiles, which tend to decrease the refractive index. 

It is only during the last 5-10% of shrinkage that the index of refraction increases for the 

furnace-fIred material. For the laser-fIred material, on the other hand, the refractive index 

increases steadily throughout most of the densification process. 

The rapid heating and cooling rates in laser processing could result in the trapping 

of carbon and water in the illms. In fact, excess carbon has been observed in laser-fIred 

silica-titania fIlms as mentioned in the previous section. However, less than 1 atomic 
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percent of carbon was detected by auger spectroscopy in laser-densified silica coatings. 

This was confumed by FTIR spectroscopy which showed no trace of Si-C or Si-O-C 

absorption bands in the spectra. Finally, the UV-VIS spectra showed no discemable 

difference between fused silica and sol-gel coatings. Assuming an absorption coefficient of 

105 an'l, [99] amorphous carbon contents of more than 1-2 atomic percent should be 

discemable as a 2-4% decrease in the transmission at a wavelength of 300 nm. Thus, for 

the TEOS coatings investigated here, spectroscopy indicates that there is at most 1 atomic 

percent carbon in these coatings after the initia1100° C drying treatment. 
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Figure 3.3: Change in Si-OH (960 cm'l) absorption for laser-fired (open circles) and 
furnace fired (closed circles) TEOS coatings. The laser firing was done with the 
Nd:YAG laser with a beam diameter of 150 lll11. The samples were translated at 1 crn/s. 
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Water, if trapped in the coatings after densification, could also contribute to an 

increase in refractive index. By following changes in the silanol band (960 cm"I) in the IR 

spectra of the coatings, the decrease in hydroxyl content was determined for both laser- and 

furnace-fired samples. As shown in Figure 3.3, water is removed from furnace-fIred samples 

more readily than for laser-fired samples. [Recall that the Nd:YAG laser was used to 

prepare the IR samples; therefore, the power scale is different from that of the COzlaser. 

The curves are scaled so that they have the same initial and fInal (full densification) points.] 

Therefore, retention of water appears to contribute to the increased refractive index of the 

laser-fIred films at intermediate shrinkages. 

3.3.2.2 Comparison of fully dense coatings 

At a shrinkage of approximately 35%, neither the laser- nor the furnace-fIred fllms 

contain hydroxyl The refractive index for both laser- and furnace-fIred silica is equal to that 

of bulk fused silica. The infrared spectrum of laser-densified, sol-gel derived silica is 

indistinguishable from that of furnace-densified silica. The hardness of fully laser-densifIed 

silica is equal to that offused silica (Figure 3.4). Thus, at this shrinkage, laser-fIred sol-gel 

derived silica fIlms are identical to fused silica. 
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Figure 3.4: Hardness profIle of a fully dense laser-fued channel in sol-gel derived silica. 
The channel was made with a 100 lll11 diameter carbon dioxide laser beam, scanned 10 
times at 1 crn/s. The hardness of fused silica is 8.6 ±O.2 GPa. 

3.4 Tungsten oxide/ITO/SLS 

Laser frring tungsten oxide presented three main differences from laser firing the 

coatings discussed above: 1) the tungsten oxide films were much thicker, 2) they had a layer 

of Indium-Tin Oxide (ITO) underneath them, and 3) they were coated on soda-lime-silicate 

(SLS) substrates. Each of these differences deserves discussion to illustrate how they affect 

laser frring. First, the tungsten oxide films had to be thicker to provide a good depth of 

coloration. Films were made between 2000 A and 8000 A in order to determine an optimum 

thickness for laser frring. The thinnest films did not provide enough thickness to achieve 
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deep coloration. The thickest films cracked when laser fIred. Therefore, tungsten oxide 

coatings were used between 4000 A and 5000 A, which provided crack-free coatings with 

good depth of coloration. Next, an ITO underlayer was necessary (as the working electrode 

in the electrochemical circuit) and signifIcantly changed the laser beam/target interaction. 

ITO is highly reflective (-80-90% @ 10 pm) in the infrared. The high reflectivity of the 

ITO layer eliminated most of the direct substrate heating nonnally associated with laser 

fIring oxides with a CO2 laser. Additionally, the tungsten oxide only needed to be heated 

to around 3000 C, as opposed to the silica discussed at the beginning of this chapter that 

needed to be heated to over 10000 C for full densifIcation. However, when the tungsten 

oxide was fired without the ITO underlayer (the backside of the sample), it cracked and the 

substrate flowed at higher laser power densities, showing that an ITO layer was 

advantageous to laser fIring fllms on SLS substrates. 

From measurements and calculations in Section 2.3, the absorption coeffIcient, a, 

of sol-gel derived tungsten oxide films is -5 X 104 an·l
• Therefore, tungsten oxide has a 

shorter absorption length (the distance to attenuate the irradiation by lie) than silica and 

absorbs more power for a given thickness. The ITO at half-wave thickness (-1700 A) 

reflects 90% of the irradiation back through the tungsten oxide for further absorption, and 

prevents most incident radiation from ever reaching the substrate. Three-layer optical/one

layer thermal modeling shows the temperature rise of laser-fIred WOjITO/SLS samples to 

be below the softening point of the substrate. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

Laser firing is shown to be a viable technique for densifying sol-gel derived coatings 

of various compositions. The evolution of refractive index. shrinkage. and water content 

from xerogel to laser-densified silica differs from that of furnace-densified silica. The 

chemical analysis shows little. if any. carbon is trapped in the laser-densified coatings. 

Therefore. carbon content of laser-fired materials seems to depend on the chemistry of the 

solution and the firing treatments. and is not inherent to laser firing. The increase in 

refractive index is at least in part due to increased water content of the coating. Fully dense 

laser-tired silica coatings and fused silica are indistinguishable. at least in physical properties 

(hardness and refractive index) and composition (carbon and -OH) to the 1 atomic percent 

level. showing the quality of laser-fIred fllms. 

We can adapt the process parameters (laser power output. spot size and translation 

speed) to laser fIre the electrochromic stacks and to model the temperature rise during 

irradiation. Sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fllms on ITO-coated glass can be densified by 

carbon dioxide laser irradiation. The results of laser firing tungsten oxide films will be 

presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 
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This section is a review of tungsten oxide films made through wet chemical 

techniques, [100-122] although working devices have been made from nickel oxide, [123-

127] vanadium oxide, [101,128,129] and other materials. [130,131] Since the fllms studied 

in this work were made via the sol-gel method, films that were deposited by CVD, 

[132,133] evaporation, [134-147] sputtering, [148-152] or other techniques [153-164] will 

not be covered. Working electro chromic films have been made by these deposition methods 

and studied in the references given and in many others. 

4.1.1 Sol-gel tungsten oxide 

Sol-gel derived tungsten oxide films have been made using precursors based on 

tungsten alkoxides, [103,110,116] tungstate salts, [107] chloroalkoxides, [100,107] 

colloidal tungstic acid, [102] peroxotunstic ester, [114,119,120] and alkyl ammonium 

tungstate solutions. [112] Almost all have noted that the chemistry of the precursor solution 

and the firing schedule(s) is crucial to the electrochromic behavior of the resulting tungsten 

oxide fiJrns. Several have included structural analysis of their fllms, which indicate that the 

microstructure affects the electrochromic behavior of tuns ten oxide films. 
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4.1.2 Electrochromism 

To understand the role of microstructure on the electro chromic response of tungsten 

oxide, it helps to know what makes tungsten oxide electrochromic. Electrochromism in 

tungsten oxide was fIrst thought to be due to injected electrons that associate with a 

positively charged structural defect, such as oxygen ion vacancies or a cluster of vacancies, 

to create a color center. [134] Further experiments evolved the theory that color center 

absorption in amorphous tungsten oxide fllms was due to the intervalence transfer between 

an electron trapped at a W+5 ion adjacent to a proton (i.e., HW03) and a nearby W+6 ion 

(i.e., W03). The intervalence transfer model was also used to account for absorption in 

single-crystal bronzes. [165] Coloration current was inversely proportional to the square 

root of time (i.e., f1l2), suggesting that low-voltage coloring was controlled by a barrier for 

current flow at the HxWOJelectrolyte interface. [166] The f1l2 dependence for coloration 

was later explained as proton diffusion in the films, [167] where the diffusion of inserted 

species depends on the nature of the oxide thin fi1m [17,133] Unlike coloring, the bleaching 

process was thought to be controlled by a space-charge-limited current, which was later 

confIrmed provided the ftlm is bleached before cation concentration has relaxed. If the 

cation concentration has relaxed, bleaching is controlled by cation diffusion in the f11m. [147] 

Also suggested was a small polaron absorption model for amorphous f11ms and a Drude free 

electron absorption model for polycrystalline films. [168] Most researchers still support one 

of these models to explain electrochromism in transition metal oxides. Many do not agree, 

though, on the kinetics and rate limiting step(s) of electrochromism in tungsten oxide fllms. 
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Early experiments consisted of mounting two electrodes a couple of centimeters 

apart onto the surface of an electro chromic film and cycling the film between the electrodes. 

[134] Coloration was observed to start at the cathode and propagate toward the anode. 

The bleaching front moved in the opposite direction when the polarity was reversed, toward 

the newly formed anode. The results of these experiments cannot be directly applied to 

planar electrodes and devices due to the difference in size and sample geometry. When the 

electrochromic layer was sandwiched between the electrodes, coloration seemed to start at 

the working electrode, going toward the electrolyte that contains the counter electrode. 

Others have proposed that the coloration front starts at the fllm/electrolyte interface, where 

protons or cations first enter the fIlm. [165,166] Based on the early experiments, it would 

seem that coloration is due to electron injection, with protons present only for charge 

compensation. This idea would also suggest that protons are present in the fIlms when the 

coloring potential is applied, or else the positive species would have to diffuse through the 

complete thickness of the film instantly. On the other hand, spectroscopic ellipsometry 

indicated no distinct endpoint for coloration or bleaching, which would indicate a 

progressive change in the entire film and not a coloration interface sweeping through the 

thickness of the film. [153] 

Some have suggested that the coloring and bleaching processes are limited by cell 

resistance (equivalent circuit), [133,142] an equilibrium emf of Li"W03 fIlms [169] and the 

lithium diffusion impedance within the film. [147] Without conclusive evidence, it has been 

suggested that either can dominate the kinetic response of the coloring process under 
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different conditions, depending on fllm preparation, thennal history and storage conditions 

because these factors detennine water content, crystallinity, grain size, porosity, and density. 

[121,150,170] 

Exterior conditions such as fi1m thickness and electrochemical test conditions affect 

electrochromic response. The applied voltage, [147] and the electrolyte type and 

concentration [133] can dictate the rate limiting step(s). Current can also be limited by 

charge transfer at the tungsten oxide/electrolyte interface. It is possible that the 

fllm/substrate interface and its roughness affect the electrochromic perfonnance. [142] 

4.1.3 Effects of water 

There are a number of other important factors that influence electrochromic behavior 

in transition metal oxides. Many have stated that water must be present in the tungsten 

oxide fllms to exhibit electrochromic behavior. While water may be instrumental in the 

electrochromic phenomenon in transition metal oxides, it is not known exactly what role it 

plays and how it affects the kinetics of coloration. Comparisons of tungsten oxide coatings 

made by sol-gel, sputtering, and evaporation show that sol-gel derived coatings exhibit 

better coloration, but were less efficient, presumably because they were more porous, as 

measured by Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS). The sol-gel derived coatings 

also contained more water and other organics, depending on extent of fIring. [113,121] 
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4.1.4 Diffusion 

It has been suggested that response times depend on diffusion of the cation into the 

layer. Diffusion and/or charge intercalation increases in hydrated samples. [107,152] Water 

may have two effects on electrochromic properties: 1) enhancing diffusion and/or 2) 

providing more color centers. SEM micrographs of hydrated, amorphous tungsten oxide 

fi1ms show cracks after deposition (before electrochemical testing), where the cracks grow 

as the number of coloring/bleaching cycles increases. Corrosion of the films by the 

electrolyte is blamed. Such behavior is not observed in non-hydrated films. [116] If 

hydrated films are cracked, they have better response times because of the fast diffusion 

paths afforded by the cracks (if diffusion limited). A similar effect of fast diffusion paths 

was noted on the electro chromic behavior of sputtered films that were dominated by a 

columnar morphology and an intercolumnar void network. [171] Water content is shown 

to decrease to zero between 200° C and 300° C [115] in sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fJ.1ms. 

However, others [114] have shown sol-gel films to exhibit electrochromism above 300° C. 

Although water is said to enhance electrochromic behavior, it is also blamed for loss of 

electrochromic memory in devices. [144] 

4.1.5 Crystallinity 

Optical response is thought to depend on the localization of electrons (Le., the 

structure of the oxide network.) A metal-like behavior is observed in crystalline layers 

(tungsten bronzes) while the random disorder of the amorphous oxide leads to a localization 
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of the charge carriers. [107] Crystallization behavior of sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fIlms 

depends on the precursor solution and deposition condition, with a range of crystallization 

temperatures from room temperature (in a humid atmosphere) [116] to just over 400° C. 

[110] Several agree that sol-gel derived tungsten oxide crystallizes to an orthorhombic 

phase near 350°C. [114,116] Fi1ms that were noted to be crystalline, as measured by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), exhibited low optical modulation and slow reponse times during 

optoelectrochemical testing. [117,172] It is still not known whether electrochromic 

perfonnance decreases in crystalline tungsten oxide from the structural change or from the 

change in electronic configuration. 

4.1.6 Effects of carbon 

Several researchers have reported on the presence of carbon in their sol-gel derived 

tungsten oxide films. It is assumed that the carbon is incorporated with organic molecules 

and is not elemental. At low firing conditions, residual organics are blamed for poor 

electrochromic behavior in sol-gel derived tungsten oxide, [117] which could also be due 

to incomplete condensation reactions and network formation. The presence of carbon alone 

in tungsten oxide films does not appear to affect adversely the electrochromic behavior 

[121,171] except for tinting the bleached film brown. [112] All carbon is eliminated by 

500°-550°C [111] at which point the fIlms are also crystalline and dehydrated. Therefore, 

it is difficult to isolate the effects of carbon on fIlm microstructure and device performance. 
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4.1. 7 Irradiation of tungsten oxide 

Other studies have examined irradiation of tungsten oxide films. Evaporated 

tungsten oxide films were irradiated by nanosecond ruby laser pulses to enhance 

electrochromic properties. [173,174] The smooth, as-deposited films were roughened by 

the laser treatment, thereby increasing the surface area. In another study, evaporated 

tungsten oxide films were ion-beam irradiated to increase their density. [175] The films 

were X-ray amorphous before and after irradiation, but no electrochemical analysis was 

done to correlate the effect of density on electrochromism. Some cursory experiments were 

run on laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fIlms in our lab [117] and with collegues. 

[176] Maximum electrochromic response was reported in the midrange of laser fluences 

used, with evidence of crystallization at the highest firing conditions. 

4.1.8 Microstructure 

Little is reported in the literature directly linking electrochromic properties to 

microstructure of the active layer. Structure papers often do not contain 

optoelectrochemical measurements. Many times structure is measured by XRD, FITR, 

differential thermal analysis (DTA), thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), RBS or Raman 

spectroscopy, but not directly with transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The former 

techniques provide useful information on phase, composition and bonding; however, they 

cannot give crystallite size (if present), orientation and distribution. Some say that 

electrochromism is not possible in crystallline tungsten oxide, [168] while others have 
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calculated the limits of such systems [172] and shown that to be false. 

[114,154,156,159,164] Machida and Enyo [156] claim that electrochromic properties are 

not a function of structure. Some propose that other factors such as porosity [154] and 

surface morphology [173] are more influential on the electrochromic behavior than 

crystallinity of the tungsten oxide films. Similarly, Cronin [114] shows precursor chemistry 

to have a greater effect on sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fIlms than their crystallinity. For 

example, a crystalline film of one chemistry has better electrochromic properties than an 

amorphous film of a different chemistry. However, the amorphous film from the same 

precursor is superior to the crystalline fiJm. Undoubtedly, all of the factors mentioned affect 

e1ectrochromic response to varying degrees. It is the intention of this study to change ~ 

the microstructure of the tungsten oxide films by varying the laser fIring parameters and note 

the effects on electrochromic behavior. 
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4.2 Experimental procedure 

4.2.1 Coating preparation 

The sol-gel precursor solutions were prepared by dissolving a peroxotungstic ester 

(PrE) derivative in anhydrous ethanol (PTEjEtOH=O.24 gm/ml). The precursor solution 

also contained 32 mol% oxalic acid dihydrate, where the concentration is referenced to the 

tungsten metal content in the PrE. A schematic diagram for the precursor synthesis is 

shown in Figure 4.1. The coatings were deposited by clipping indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated 

(12Q/D) glass into the solution under ambient atmosphere and withdrawing at a rate of 28 

cm/min. The coatings were then fired in a humid atmosphere at 1000 C for one hour. Multi-

angle ellipsometry at 632.8 nm indicated that the films were 450 nm thick. For further 

-
details on the precursors, chemistry, and coatings the reader is referred to the patents 

concerning these fllms. [119,120] 



32 molt ~~(aq) + Cl\COOH + W(meta1) 

(solution) 

o·c (24 hrs) 

Peroxotungstic Acid (solution) 

SS·C (18 hrs) 

Peroxotungstic.Acetate (solution) 

dried to a light yellow pow 

Peroxotungstic .Acetate Powder (PTA) 

+BtOH (2S·C) 

Peroxotungstic Bsta' (solution) 

dried to a bright yellow po 

Peroxotungstic Ester Powder (PTB) 

+BlOB + oxalic acid dih~ 

Dipping Solution 

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram for the preparation of the peroxytungstic ester (PTE) 
clipping solution. 
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4.2.2 Laser firing 

The final heat treatment of the tungsten oxide fllrns was perfonned by passing the 

samples in front of a focussed carbon dioxide laser operated in continuous mode. The laser 

emission was Guassian in proftle. Laser power densities between 3000 and 9400 W/cm2 

were used with beam diameters from 330)lm to 420)lm (measured at lie). Translation 

speeds varied from 0.3 cm/s to 4 cm/s. Thennal modeling of these samples (details in 

Chapter 2) indicated a maximum temperature rise from 1800 C to 4000 C, depending on laser 

parameters. 

4.2.3 Ellipsometry 

A specific section is included about using ellipsometry to characterize the three-layer 

(and sometimes four-layer when a silica buffer layer is used under the ITO) electrochromic 

stacks because at one point we were unsure of the validity of the measurements. Since the 

tungsten oxide film thickness was not well known, we needed to be sure our measurements 

were correct. Therefore, tungsten oxide was deposited directly onto fused silica substrates 

of known refractive index. The thickness and refractive index of the films was then 

measured using multi-angle ellipsometry at 632.8 nm, prism coupling, and the Brewster 

angle technique, which does not give film thickness. The results of each measurement 

technique agreed well as seen in table 4.1. 
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sample processing ellipsometry prism coupling Brewster angle 

2-3 3.0 watts. 5 cm/s + 3.2 1123 ±5 A 1057 A 
watts. 3 cm/s 2.127 ±D.OO2 2.109 

2-5 3.0 watts. 3 cm/s 946±4A 
2.009 ±D.001 2.051 ±D.OO5 

2-6 3.1 watts. 4 cm/s 860±2 A 836A* 
2.026 ±D.001 2.071* 2.046 ±D.OO5 

Table 4.1: Film thickness and refractive index measurements by ellipsometry. prism 
coupling. and Brewster angle of sol-gel derived tungsten oxide films deposited on fused 
silica. All measurements made with He-Ne lasers except (*) which were measured at 488 
run to get propagation of both TE and TM modes. Thickness is unaffected. however index 
of refraction is higher than at 632.8 run due to dispersion. 

Ellipsometry is a technique in which the change in polarization angle and amplitude 

of reflected light is compared to those of the incident light to determine properties of the 

reflecting surface. More specifically. II is equal to the change in the phase difference 

between the incident and reflected waves of light. 

(4.1) 

where f> is the phase difference between the parallel component and the perpendicular 

component of the wave and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the incident wave and the 

reflected wave. respectively. Without regard to phase. the amplitude of both parallel and 

perpendicular components may change upon reflection. The quantity 'P is defined as 



tan('.P) = IR PI 
IR'I 
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(4.2) 

where R is the amplitude of the reflected wave to the amplitude of the incident wave, and 

the superscripts p and s denote the in-plane component and the perpendicular component, 

respectively. Reflectance, R, is the square of the Fresnel reflection coefficient for each wave 

component. 

From Equations 4.1 and 4.2, we can write the fundamental equation of ellipsometry, 

(4.3) 

Equation 4.3 contains all the information obtained from light reflected off the surface of the 

sample. The degree of accuracy in calculating sample information such as film thickness(es) 

and index of refraction depends on the model used. IT the wrong number of films is used 

in modeling the data, the properties calculated will be wrong even though 'P and ll. are 

correct. Therefore, ellipsometry cannot be used to analyze complete unknowns. [177] 

Prism coupling is m-line spectroscopy using a high index of refraction prism to 

couple light into a film. By measuring the angles that result in TE mode and TM mode 

propagation, the film thickness and index of refraction can be calculated. [178] Prism 

coupling was performed using a titania prism and either an argon (488 nm and 514.5 nm) 

or HeNe laser (632.8 nm). 
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The Brewster angle technique is related to ellipsometry in that the polarization of 

reflected light is used to determine the index of refraction. At some angle between 0 and 

90° reflectance of the in-plane component goes to zero. IT the perpendicular component is 

filtered out before reflection and the sample is rotated with respect to the incident light, at 

some angle there will be no reflection. The Brewster angle is defmed as 

(4.4) 

where n1 is the lower index of refraction medium. If the incident medium is air and the 

refractive index of air is assume to be 1, the refractive index of the unknown is found simply 

by taking the tangent of the angle where there is no reflection. For a filin on a semi-infinite 

substrate, the equations are more complicated, but the theory is the same. 

Knowing that the single-layer tungsten oxide film measurements were correct, the 

3- (or 4-) layer model that we were using to fmd refractive index and thickness needed to 

be verified. Therefore, the electrochromic stack was built and measured one layer at a time. 

First, the index of refraction of the SLS glass substrate was measured--thickness of the 

substrate is not needed because it is taken as semi-infmite, which is a valid assumption 

provided the beam reflected off the bottom surface of the substrate is blocked or absorbed. 

Care was taken to block out the reflection from the bottom surface of the substrate. Next, 

the substrate was measured with the ITO layer to determine the properties of the ITO. The 

thickness measured by ellipsometry agreed with reported data. Then the tungsten oxide 
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layer was added and measured in the same way. The refractive index of the third-layer 

tungsten oxide closely matched that of the film alone on the SLS substrate, which was 

confirmed by prism coupling and the Brewster angle technique. In each set of experiments, 

the fit of the raw data ('I' ,A) to the calculated data (n,t) was excellent. The same procedure 

was used with the samples that had a silica diffusion barrier between the substrate and the 

ITO to confIrm the reliability of a four-layer fIt. 

Ellipsometric measurements were made using a rotating analyzer Gaertner 

ellipsometer, equipped with a microspot option. Three angles were used for each 

measurement, all at 632.8 nm wavelength, allowing six unknowns. For each angle, two 

unknowns (ie., index, film thickness, loss) could be calculated. Measurements at more than 

one angle are needed to calculate more than two unknown properties. Even when 

calculating only two unknowns, the reliability of the calculated data increased with points 

of reference. With 'I' and A from only one angle, several fits to the data are obtained. [179] 

The raw data ('P ,A) was fed into a program based on the SimpL algorithm [180] to 

determine thickness, index of refraction, and loss of each layer. The program output 

included a residual parameter, which indicated the relative "fit" of the output to the input. 

This fit is indicated in the error bars on the ellipsometric data. 

4.2.4 Optoelectrochemical analysis 

The laser-fired tungsten oxide films were tested for electrochromic behavior by 

inserting them into a 1 an2 silica cuvet that contained a counter electrode (Pt wire) and a 
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reference electrode (Ag/AgCI). The electrolyte in the cuvet was 0.01 M H2S04, The 

working electrode (ITO/tungsten oxide films), the counter electrode and the reference 

electrode were connected to a potentiostat, which maintained a constant voltage between 

the working electrode and the reference electrode by varying the current through the circuit. 

The test cuvet was set inside a two-beam Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer with a piece of 

ITO-coated glass (in the same electrolyte) placed in the reference beam. Transmission 

through the tungsten oxide films was measured at 550 nm while the potentiostat maintained 

the voltage at +0.5 V versus Ag/AgCI (coloring) for 120 seconds and -0.5 V versus 

Ag/AgCI (bleaching) for 60 seconds. Transmission and current were recorded 

simultaneously as a function of time. 

In calculating the intercalated charge during the coloring cycle, the leakage current 

was assumed to be the asymptotic value of the current at long times. This value was 

subtracted from the total current at all time intervals. Nonnally the current went to zero 

during the bleaching cycle and needed no leakage current correction. 

Since the ITO working electrode plays an important role in the electrochemical test 

circuit of the electrochromic samples, it is important to know its electrical properties. The 

sheet resistivity of the ITO-coated glass is 12 0/0. This resistivity is for as-deposited ITO 

and says nothing about the effects of irradiation from the laser firing process. For example, 

Dawar, et al. showed structural, electrical and optical changes in laser-irradiated tin oxide 

films. [181] To detennine the electrical properties of the ITO working electrode after laser 

irradiation, the resistivity of ITO-coated glass was measured without a tungsten oxide fllm, 
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before and after laser firing. The as-deposited ITO fllms had a resistivity of 2.27 x 10-4 O-

em, measured with a four-point probe (Loresta AP MCT-P400). After laser firing at higher

than-normal fluences, the ITO-coated glass had a resistivity of 2.17 x 10-4 0 -cm. Therefore, 

it was shown that laser firing at the conditions given in Section 4.2.2 do not affect the 

electrical properties of the ITO-coated substrates. 

4.2.5 Electron Microscopy 

The structure of the tungsten oxide films was characterized using high resolution 

transmission electron microscopy. Films were taken from WOJITO/SLS stacks just as they 

were fired. Electron-transparent cross-sections were prepared to permit observation of the 

film structure and interface structure. Briefly, two pieces of the sample were glued together 

to form a sandwich with the f1lrns at the center. The sandwich was thinned perpendicular 

to the plane of the films, dimpled and ion milled to make an area of tungsten oxide thin 

enough for good electron imaging. Since these WOJITO/SLS TEM specimens were 

difficult to make and the procedure differed from typical cross-sectional techniques, a more 

detailed description of their preparation follows. 

1. Small pieces 2 nun wide by 10 nun long were cut from the total f]fed sample. Pieces 

more than 2-3 nun wide required more grinding to meet the maximum diameter limit 

of the 3 nun diameter carbon washer (step 8). Thickness of the glass substrate was 

2mm. 

2. A thin coating of epoxy (Oatan 0-1) was spread on the film side of both pieces. 
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3. The epoxy was allowed to set for about 5 minutes. 

4. The two pieces were glued together to make a sandwich and were put in a clamp 

(usually a new mini-binder clip with good tension). 

5. According to the information supplied by Gatan for its 0-1 epoxy, it should set in 

20 minutes at 800 C, which is the temperature used to cure the samples made here. 

Oatan also states that the 0-1 should turn a reddish color when it is completely 

cured. The WOJITO/SLS samples were kept in the oven for about an hour each 

because they did not turn the proper color until after about an hour. Embrittlement 

of the epoxy was not seen to be a problem from curing it so long. 

6. The sandwich samples were mounted with wax (Crystal Bond™) onto a glass slide, 

parallel to the plane of the fillns. 

7. By this point the samples were 2-3 mm wide, 3-4 mm high and about 10 mm long. 

The length had to be reduced to 2-3 nun, similar to the width. This was done on an 

Isomet™ sectioning saw (Buehler Co.) with the sample mounted to a glass slide as 

described in the previous step. Depending on the original length of the sample, two 

or three pieces could be cut from one sandwich. The cut pieces were released from 

the glass slide by melting the wax on a hot plate and soaking them in acetone. 

8. The samples were then glued to a clean glass slide in the same manner above, except 

with the plane of the film perpendicular to the glass slide. A Dremel tool with a 

grinding wheel bit was used to round the edges of the 2-3 mm "square" samples to 

meet the 3 mm diameter size limit. Without this step, the samples were usually too 
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large, especially with corners that hung over the carbon ring. If the Dremel tool 

grinding did not break the sample free from the glass slide, they were dismounted 

as in the previous step. 

9. The rounded samples were mounted with wax to a steel grinding post that was used 

with a Gatan hand grinder. As above, each was mounted with the plane of the fIlm 

perpendicular to the surface of the grinding post. They were ground down to 200-

250 pm with 400 grit SiC paper and finished with 600 grit paper. Many times both 

sides had to be ground to get flat, parallel faces. In this case, the sample was ground 

until the grinding face was smooth; then it was turned over until it was fInished. 

10. A 200-250 pm thick sample was mounted with wax onto a grinding post for use 

with the Buehler Minimet™ grinder/polisher. 

11. On the MinimetTM, the sample was further thinned down to a thickness of about 100 

pm using a 6 pm grinding disk. 

12. The sample was polished on the Minimet™ with polishing disks: fIrst with 3 pm 

diamond paste, then 1 pm diamond paste, and finally with 1/4 pm diamond paste (if 

needed). 

13. The sample was removed from the grinding post by heating and soaking in acetone, 

as above. 

14. Then the sample was mounted on a dimpling post. 

15. The sample was dimpled (with 6 pm diamond paste) until the minimum thickness 

(that at the center of the dimple) was 20-30 pm, and it was then polished (with 1 pm 
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diamond paste) for about 10 minutes. 

16. High vacuum epoxy (Varian Torr-Seal™) was applied to the edges of the sample 

while it was still on the dimpling post. A 3 mm diameter carbon washer was 

mounted to the sample and the epoxy was allowed to cure for at least 24 hours (as 

recommended by Varian) before the sample was removed from the dimpling post as 

in step 7. When the sample was removed from the dimpling post before the carbon 

washer was mounted to it, the sample often broke. By adding this step, the success 

rate greatly increased. 

17. The sample was placed in an ion mill specimen holder and introduced into the Gatan 

Duo-Mill ion mill. Each sample was ion-milled at 6 kV and 1.0 rnA with an angle 

of incidence of 12° until a small hole was detected in the center of the interfacial 

region. A liquid nitrogen cold stage was used in all cases. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Ellipsometry 

As described in Section 4.2.3, multi-angle ellipsometry was used to determine film 

thickness and index of refraction. Index of refraction was used as an indicator of film 

densification. Shrinkage increased with increasing power and decreasing translation speed 

(i.e., increased firing time and higher temperature) as seen in Figure 4.2. Shrinkage varied 

linearly with firing temperature (Figure 4.3) as calculated by the thermal model discribed in 

Section 2.3.2. Index of refraction did not scale linearly with fIring temperature due to the 
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many processes (e.g., organic and water burn-out, condensation, network fOImation, 

sintering) that occur during the densification of sol-gel films. However, the index of 

refraction versus temperature curve for laser-fIred fIlms (Figure 4.4) was similar to that of 

furnace-fired sol-gel derived f11ms (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.2: Shrinkage of laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide f11ms as a function 
of laser power and translation speed. 
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Figure 4.3: Shrinkage of laser-fIred, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fIlms as a function 
of fIring temperature, as calculated by the 3-layer optical/I-layer thermal model. The line 
is a linear regression of the data. 
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Figure 4.4: Refractive index of laser-fIred, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fllms as a 
function of temperature (top) and shrinkage (bottom). The shaded region indicates 
highly crystalline microstructures, although TEM shows crystallization starts at lower 
shrinkages. 
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Figure 4.5: Shrinkage and refractive index of furnace-fired sol-gel derived tungsten 
oxide fIlms as a function of ftring temperature. 

4.3.2 X-ray diffraction 
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Standard double-angle X-ray diffraction was used to test for film crystallinity. Only 

fIlms ftred at the highest powers and lowest speeds, such as in Figure 4.6, showed a 

crystalline spectrum. The broad peak. near 24° 26 is the sum of the (002) peak. at 23.14° , 

the (0 2 0) peak. at 23.64° and the (2 00) peak at 24.37° ofW03• These peaks are sharp 

and distinct when using powder samples of tungsten oxide; however, they are smeared 

together for crystalline, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fllms. [170] 
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Figure 4.6: X-ray diffraction spectrum of a laser-fIred sol-gel derived tungsten oxide 
fllm on ITO-coated glass. The broad peak just below 25° 26 is a combination of three. 
closely spaced tungsten oxide peaks. indicating a large degree of crystallinity. The sharp 
peaks at 21 °.30.5° .35.4° and 51 ° 26 are from the ITO layer. 

Many films were X-ray amorphous. as noted by the amorphous hump at low angles. 

but had small crystallites when examined with TEM. XRD showed crystallinity only in fllms 

that were almost fully crystalline. Often. a small broad peak around 25.5° 26 appeared with 

the amorphous hump and not simultaneously with the {2 0 O} peaks (Figure 4.7). It is 

possible that the smaller peak may be washed out by the close proximity of the much larger 

{2 0 O} peak. Also. the peak. or closely positioned group of peaks. centered around 25.5° 

could be from the {1 2 O} planes or from another phase of tungsten oxide. 
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Figure 4.7: XRD spectrum of amorphous tungsten oxide film on ITO-coated glass. 
The sharp peaks are the same as those described for ITO in the previous figure. The 
broad peak centered around 16° 26 is considered an amorphous hump, while the one 
centered around 25.50 is discussed in the text. 

4.3.3 Microstructure 
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As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, standard X-ray diffraction was not a good indicator 

of film crystallinity, except for highly crystallized films. High-resolution transmission 

electron microscopy revealed microstructural infonnation such as crystallite size and 

orientation, when present, and relative volume fraction of the crystals. Some films were 

amorphous (Figure 4.8) and others were almost completely crystalline (Figures 4.9 & 4.10) 
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from laser fIring. The film of Figure 4.8 was fIred at a medium power density and high 

translation speed. The irradiation was suffIcient to provide densifIcation in the short time 

of the high speed laser pass. The completely crystalline fIlm of Figure 4.10 was fIred at the 

same power density as the film of Figure 4.8, but at a much slower speed. The lower 

translation speed (at constant power) produces a higher fIring temperature and a longer 

fIring time, either of which could be responsible for the difference in microstructure. 

The size of the crystallites in fIlms with ~0.7 volume fraction crystalline phase was 

approximately 20-50 nm. Crystallites as small as 5 nm could be seen in otherwise 

amorphous fIlms. Figure 4.9 shows a film that is fully crystalline with large, adjacent 

crystals. Figure 4.10 shows a film that has many smaller crystals surrounded by amorphous 

regions. All of the crystallites appeared to be randomly oriented with respect to the 

substrate (crystalline ITO) and to each other. Most of the films examined with TEM 

showed an amorphous matrix of tungsten oxide with randomly dispersed crystallites that 

ranged from 5 nm to 20 nm in diameter. These partially crystalline films were produced 

with medium power densities and medium translation speeds. Figure 4.11 shows oblong 

crystallites scattered throughout an amorphous matrix. Figure 4.12 shows a few well

formed crystallites in a similar amorphous matrix. Figure 4.13 is a higher magnifIcation 

micrograph of the fIlm in Figure 4.12 showing the well-defined structure of the crystalline 

phase and the interface with the adjacent amorphous material. 



Figure 4.8: Sol-gel derived tungsten oxide film fired at medium power 
density and high translation speed having a mostly amorphous 
microstructure. A few small (2-5 nm) crystallites can be seen. 
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Figure 4.9: Sol-gel derived tungsten oxide film fired with a carbon diox
ide laser at high enough power, low enough speed to produce an almost 
completely crystalline microstructure. 



Figure 4.10: Laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide film exhibiting 
a high volume fraction of 10-15 nm crystallites random Iy distributed in 
an amorphous matrix. 
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Figure 4.11: Similar to Figure 4.10, this high power, low speed 
laser-fired film has a high degree of crystallinity, but unlike Figure 
4.10, the crystallites are odd shaped instead of roughly spherical. 
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Figure 4.12: Higher magnification of well-formed crystallites in an 
amorphous matrix of laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide film. 
The partially crystalline microstructure was formed with medium 
power density and medium translation speed of the laser. 
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Figure 4.13: A higher magnification micrograph of the same sample in 
Figure 4.12 featuring a well-defined tungsten oxide crystallite. Note: the 
darker spots are found in both crystalline and amorphous regions. 
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4.3.4 Optoelectrochemical analysis 

Step potential measurements show films with a wide range of coloring and 

bleaching behavior. Figure 4.14 contrasts a film with poor electrochromic behavior (curve 

B) to one with good electrochromic response (curve A). Initially, the transmissivity of the 

tungsten oxide films decreases as the +0.5 volt potential (with respect to Ag/AgCI) is 

applied. Coloration is due to the intercalation of charge into the tungsten oxide fllm. After 

two minutes, the polarity of the applied potential is reversed and the W03 bleaches, ejecting 

charge from the fllm. The bleached fIlms are similar to their initial state. 
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Figure 4.14: Transmission as a function of time at 550 run for laser-fIred, sol-gel 
derived tungsten oxide fllms with excellent (A) and poor (B) electrochromic bevavior. 
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Figure 4.15: Visible-near infra-red spectra of a laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten 
oxide fllm on ITO-coated glass in the bleached and fully colored states. Coloring and 
bleaching was done at ±O.5 volts with respect to a Ag/AgCI reference electrode. The 
bleached spectrum (upper curve) shows thin film interference. 
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Figure 4.15 shows the visible spectra of a laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide 

film in both the colored and bleached states. "Colored" tungsten oxide fJ.lms are useful for 

controlling solar radiation in that they are strongly absorbing at the red and near-infrared 

wavelengths. Thin film interference is responsible for the peaks and troughs in the spectrum 

of the bleached fihn. Modulation (the optical change between colored and bleached states) 

increases with intercalated charge to a maximum value before a further increase in charge 

makes no optical change, as seen in Figure 4.16. Optical absorption should increase as the 
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concentration of color centers in the tungsten oxide film increases. Beer's law is used to 

calculate absorption: ~ = exp(cax), where c is the concentration of the absorbing species, 

a is absorptivity, and x is the thickness of the layer. In order to calculate a single Beer's law 

curve, film thickness, film area, and optical efficiency are assumed constant. Since each 

sample has a unique area, thickness, and optical efficiency, scatter will occur between the 

data and the Beer's law curve. The curve in Figure 4.16 shows absorption behavior. 
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Figure 4.16: Optical modulation expressed as percent transmission at 550 run versus 
intercalated charge density (in Coulombs per cubic centimeter) for laser-frred, sol-gel 
derived tungsten oxide films. The filled points represent data from furnace-frred f11ms. 
The Beer's law curve is [1-exp(ax)], where a is absorptivity and x is f11m thickness. 
Errors occur between the data and the curve because an average constant value for f11m 
volume and efficiency is assumed in calculating absorptivity used to plot the curve. 
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Figure 4.3 shows (section 4.3.1) shrinkage as a function of calculated temperature 

for laser-fired films. as determined by the three-layer optical/one-layer thermal model 

discussed in Section 2.3. From optoelectrochemical tests. we can see how f11m densification 

relates to electrochromic properties. Figure 4.17 illustrates intercalated charge density 

increasing with film shrinkage. The highest density f11m is crystalline. as measured by XRD. 

but does not appear in Figure 4.17 because it delaminated on the fIrst coloration cycle. The 

other films are X-ray amorphous. but could have some crystallinity. as shown by TEM. 
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Figure 4.17: Intercalated charge density as a function of shrinkage. Shrinkage is 
measured by multi-angle ellipsometry with a 1000 C pre-treatment as the baseline before 
laser fIring. The line through the points is a linear regression of the data. 
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Figure 4.18 shows a decrease in time to color (90% of total modulation at 550 nm, 

with 120 seconds coloration time) as shrinkage increases to a minimum value before 

increasing again. The initial decrease in response time is due to organic burn-out and 

tungsten oxide network formation. Organic molecules bonded to tungsten ions inhibit the 

formation of color centers by these ions. The increase in time to color at higher shrinkages 

is due to massive crysta1lization of the fIlms. Optimal electrochromic behavior occurs in an 

amorphous microstructure where the organics are burned-out and the network is completed. 
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Figure 4.18: Response time for coloration versus shrinkage in laser-fIred tungsten oxide 
flims. Response time is determined by the amount of time required to color 90% of the 
modult\tion at 550 nm. Each sample colors for 120 seconds at 0.5 volt referenced to 
AgJAgCl. The shaded region indicates fIlms that are highly crystallized. 
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The initial film resistance is calculated from the initial current value using Ohm's law. 

These are plotted as a function of fIring temperature (as calculated by thennal modeling) in 

Figure 4.19. The ITO resistance is subtracted from the total resistance before plotting. 

Tungsten oxide ffims with >100 Q*cm2 resistance are fIred at the lowest laser translation 

speeds and are highly crystalline, ~80%. Films fired at the highest translation speeds have 

the lowest resistances and are amorphous. 
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Figure 4.19: Film resistance as a function of calculated temperature for laser-fired, sol
gel derived tungsten oxide fl1ms. The resistance of the ITO is subtracted from the total 
resistance to better show the contribution of the tungsten oxide fIlms. The three fllms 
with >100 Q*cm2 resistance are fIred at the lowest translation speeds and are highly 
crystalline. 
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The electrochemical tests are performed using a potential step technique (Section 

4.2.4). This involves observing the current as a function oftime at constant potential, which 

is useful but cannot differentiate processes that occur at different potentials. For this reason, 

linear potential sweep chronoamperometry is also done to see what the potential step 

technique does not show. Figure 4.20 shows the current-voltage measurements of 

crystalline and amorphous laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide films. The amorphous 

curve is smooth and exhibits a large current capacity, which indicates deep coloration. The 

crystalline curve is much flatter with respect to current, requires a higher potential to bleach, 

and shows evidence of another reaction or limiting step at x=0.15 V during coloring. 
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Figure 4.20: Current-voltage curves for amorphous (A) and crystalline (C) laser-fIred, 
sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fIlms. 
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Current is plotted as a function of change in intercalated charge (~Q) because the 

amount of charge in the film is more indicative of its state than time. We use ~ Q instead 

of total charge because we cannot measure the amount of charge in the film before the 

coloring cycle begins. Current versus ~ Q for potential step tests is analyzed to detennine 

the limiting factor of coloring and bleaching. For most films, coloration currents have 

Ohmic behavior, while bleaching currents show several behaviors. Ohmic behavior indicates 

a constant resistance throughout the electrochemical cycle. Figure 4.21 shows a sample that 

exhibits Ohmic behavior during coloring and bleaching. As a function of ~ Q, the bleaching 

current has the same shape as the coloring current. In the middle graph of Figure 4.21, the 

predicted bleaching current (heavy line) closely matches the data (dotted line). The 

predicted curve is calculated by assuming Ohmic behavior for bleaching based on ~ Q for 

coloring. Similarly, the predicted coloring current assumes Ohmic behavior during coloring 

based on ~ Q for bleaching (bottom graph in Figure 4.21). As Figure 4.22 shows, not all 

films exhibit Ohmic current behavior during bleaching. The predicted curves are calculated 

from the data as in Figure 4.21. The center graph in Figure 4.22 shows the poor agreement 

between the data and the predicted Ohmic current behavior during bleaching. 
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4.5 Discussion 

Electrochromism of tungsten oxide is studied because of the connnercial applications 

of such films and devices. The optoelectrochemical behavior is the property of interest that 

defines the eleetrochromic perfonnance of tungsten oxide fllms. Structural characterization 

of the fIlms helps to explain their optical and electrochromic behavior. X-ray diffraction 

(XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and ellipsometry provide insight into the 

physical structure of the laser-fired films, while electrochemical tests and cyclic voltammetry 

help to infer electronic structure of the tungsten oxide. It is suspected that electrochromism 

depends on the film's structure, which can be varied by altering the preparation, storage, and 

test conditions. The discussion of the data presented in Section 4.3 will be directed toward 

the structure/property relationship in two ways. First, the relationship between 

microstructure and electrochromic properties of our fIlms will be examined based solely on 

the data obtained in this work. Second, our findings will be discussed in light of 

observations and theories in the literature. 

4.5.1 Structure 

The evolution of refractive index for laser-fIred tungsten oxide is similar to that of 

the furnace-fired films, except for the temperature scale, which is calculated. The maximum 

refractive index for laser-fIred fIlms is less than that for furnace-fIred, crystalline fIlms. 

Firing at higher laser power densities and slower translation speeds results in cracked fIlms 

that cannot be measured by ellipsometry. Variances in temperature for a given refractive 
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index could be due to the much shorter time-at-temperature for the laser-fired films or to 

errors in the thermal modeling. Maximum shrinkage is higher for furnace-fired fJlms due to 

the much longer firing times. With furnace firing, all processes are given sufficient time to 

equilibrate at a given temperature, thereby eliminating time as a variable. However, laser 

firing provides rapid heating--holding a spot near the maximum fIring temperature for tens 

of milliseconds--making kinetics important. For these reasons, it is difficult to base 

comparisons of laser-densifled and furnace-densifled sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fJlms 

on shrinkage and index of refraction. Laser densiflcation is more complicated for tungsten 

oxide than for silica (discussed in Section 3.3.3) because tungsten oxide crystallizes readily. 

Standard X-ray cliffi'action is not conclusive for measuring crystallinity in these sol

gel derived tungsten oxide films due to their thinness (Le., lack of sufficient volume). When 

the crystallites are few in number and small in size, there is not enough of the crystalline 

phase to make characteristic peaks above the background noise. When a crystalline 

spectrum is generated, the main characteristic peaks are not sharp due to the overlap of the 

closely-spaced {2 0 O} reflections; therefore, crystallite size cannot be calculated by the 

Scherrer formula. However, when a crystalline spectrum is generated, the film is highly 

crystallized, as confirmed by TEM. This type of crystallization behavior was first noted with 

furnace-fired films of similar composition. Films fired to 2500 C for an hour were X-ray 

amorphous, but showed many small crystallites when observed under TEM. Similar fIlms 

fIred to 3500 C for an hour were fully crystalline as observed with XRD and TEM. As 

expected, these highly crystalline fIlms have poor electrochromic behavior. 
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TEM clarifies the relationship between the structure of sol-gel derived tungsten 

oxide films and their properties by observing the microstructure as opposed to inferring it 

from other measurements. The micrographs show an amorphous microstructure for samples 

that have excellent electochromic behavior. Microstructurally, good ion and electron 

transport (Le., diffusion) is enhanced by an open structure and slowed in high density or 

crystalline regions. Samples with slow and incomplete coloring are mostly crystalline, as 

shown by TEM. When small crystallites are dispersed in an amorphous matrix, 

electro chromic properties vary between the two extremes depending on the degree of 

crystallinity and density of both phases. 

The firing temperature and time affects the electrochromic performance of sol-gel 

derived tuns ten oxide films. By examining the structure, we have an idea of how this 

relationship works. At low fIring conditions, optical modulation is barely noticable, due to 

an incomplete tungsten oxide network and a large amount of retained organics. As fIring 

conditions increase (i.e., increased fIring temperature and/or increased fIring time, although 

still on the order of tens of milliseconds) network formation proceeds and organics are 

evolved (measured with FITR), which is accompanied by better electrochromic behavior. 

When burn-out is complete and the structure is still porous, electrochromism is maximized. 

At higher firing conditions, optical modulation decreases and response times increase, which 

is coincident with crystallization. Therefore, optimal electrochromic properties of the sol

gel derived tungsten oxide filins is a balance among network formation, organic burn-out, 

porosity and crystallization. 
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4.5.2 Effects of crystallization 

The decrease in electrochromic behavior associated with crystallization is a well 

known effect; however, the reason is unknown. As tungsten oxide crystallizes, it changes 

its electronic structure from tungsten ions with localized charge carriers to a Drude-type 

metallic tungsten bronze. Small polaron absorption is thought to be responsible for 

coloration in amorphous tungsten oxide films. On the other hand, the structure not only 

becomes ordered, but increases in density and loses porosity, which is known to inhibit 

eleetrochomism The data here suggest the decrease in eleetrochromic response is more due 

to the microstructure than to local electronic states. Probably due to the short fIring times 

involved, less shrinkage is achieved with laser firing than is observed for similar furnace

fired fllms. However, TEM micrographs show that crystallinity exists as small crystallites 

dispersed in an amorphous matrix of tungsten oxide and not as a continuous crystalline 

phase. A simple rule of mixtures would explain the increase in refractive index from the 

onset of crystallization at higher firing conditions, while the fact that there is less amorphous 

material with fewer sites available for coloration would explain the decrease in optical 

modulation. Highly crystalline films that have higher refractive indices and assumably higher 

densities exhibit eleetrochromic behavior, albeit worse than the amorphous fIlms. We can 

conclude that crystallinity does not prohibit electrochromism [168] and that the decrease in 

modulation and response times is a result of the microstructure. However, we cannot rule 

out the differences in electronic states that occur in the different phases. 
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More complicated behavior arises when the crystalline and amorphous phases are 

mixed in a single tungsten oxide film. Rarely in the literature have researchers reported on 

a mixed amorphous/crystalline microstructure in tungsten oxide fIlms. Many have studied 

and connnented on crystalline fIlms or amorphous fIlms, usually as measured by XRD. As 

already discussed, XRD cannot distinguish low to medium volume fractions of crystallinity 

in thin tungsten oxide films when nanometer-sized crystals are present. Instead of 

considering only the extremes of crystallinity, we must now think in terms of volume 

fraction crystallinity, and size and orientation of crystallites. 

Microstructurally, one could argue that the diffusing species initially take the path 

of least resistance (i.e., amorphous phase) and work their way into the crystalline regions, 

and the opposite for bleaching. Modulation versus time plots for significantly crystallized 

films show two defInite slopes during bleaching. It is possible that fast diffusion in the 

amorphous phase is responsible for the initial steep slope, while slower diffusion in the 

crystalline regions is responsible for the following gradual slope. However, not all films that 

contain crystallites exhibit this type of behavior. Also, two distinct slopes are not observed 

in the modulation versus time curves during coloring. If coloring is uniform and not a front 

that sweeps through the thickness of the films, sufficient sites can be created in the 

amorphous regions to account for the observed change in optical density, while the protons 

eventually intercalated into the crystallites do not add significantly to film darkening. 

Optical modulation reaches a plateau as intercalated charge continues to increase, which 

could support such a conclusion. All this discussion so far assumes that color centers are 
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being created in the crystallites. If not, then we merely have to assert that crystallites 

impede electrochromism as dead spots in an active material. This does not appear to be true 

as many have reported on at least fair electrochromic behavior in fully crystalline tungsten 

oxide films. Without further study, it is difficult to explain how the nano-crystallites affect 

electrochromism. Because they are much smaller than tungsten oxide crystals that have 

been studied, they probably have unique properties. We can only note their contribution to 

the change in electrochromic properties of the tungsten oxide fllms. 

In a related study, [122] the chemistry of the precursor solution was altered to 

change the microstructure of the tungsten oxide films, while the firing schedule was held 

constant. The effect of oxalic acid (OA) dihydrate added to the precursor solution was 

investigated. Films with no OA (fired to 2500 C in a furnace for one hour) were amorphous 

and microstructurally uniform, and showed an increase in transmission and intercalation 

capacity with cycling. Films from the precursor solution containing OA were partially 

crystalline and showed evidence of small (5 nm) regions of increased electron density, but 

did not have a cycling effect. The limit of optical density and intercalation capacity of the 

non-OA modified films tended toward that of the OA modified fllms. This result indicates 

that crystallites dispersed in an amorphous matrix of tungsten oxide do not adversely affect 

electrochromism. The authors showed that all the OA is burned off by 2500 C, which 

eliminates interference of the organics as a variable at the time the fllms are tested. 
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4.5.3 Effects of water 

At temperatures necessary for crystallization (section 4.1.5), water is driven off, 

making it difficult to differentiate the effect of crystallization from the effect of water on 

electrochromism. Amorphous, chemical-vapor-deposited tungsten oxide films made and 

stored under anhydrous conditions did not exhibit electrochromism, while those stored in 

a humid atmosphere were electrochromic. Water content was not specifically measured in 

our tungsten oxide films, but no specific care was taken to keep them in a dry atmosphere. 

Similar furnace-fired films retained structural water until around 300° C and a small amount 

of adsorbed water beyond that. Again, due to the short fIring times associated with laser 

firing, water may have been retained to higher temperatures than what was noted for furnace 

firing. The films were electrochemically tested in a hydrous medium. Therefore, it is 

assumed that most of the laser-fIred fllms were hydrated to some degree. 

4.5.4 Kinetics 

The intercalation behavior of tungsten oxide is complex and is limited by different 

processes under different conditions such as the electrolyte type, ion concentration in the 

electrolyte, applied potential, interfacial resistances, and film microstructure. Throughout 

all of the electrochemical tests, we use only 0.01 M sulfuric acid and ±D.5 volt versus 

Ag/AgCI to examine the relationship between microstructure and electrochromism. 

Although we try to keep everything besides film microstructure constant, many different 

types of intercalation behavior were noted. In-depth analysis of the intercalation kineti~".S 
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in tungsten oxide films [182] helps to understand the rate limiting step(s) by analysis of the 

electrochemical data. The current during the coloring cycle of most films studied here is 

purely resistance limited (Ohmic), which means they have a constant resistance to the 

applied potential throughout the test cycle. It is described by 

'VII-'V", 
1=-

R 
(4.5) 

where I is the current, Va is the applied potential, Vm is the built-in potential of the 

electrochemical circuit, and R is the resistance of the working electrode (tungsten oxide and 

ITO). Some of the laser-fired, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide films had Ohmic behavior 

during bleaching. This type of behavior is uncommon in the literature. On a plot of current 

versus !::. Q, purely Ohmic bleaching behavior would be indicated by the bleaching curve 

being the mirror image of the coloring curve. Figure 4.21 shows an example of such 

behavior. The curves are not perfect mirror images due Pfiftly to amplifier-limited current 

supply during the first instant of bleaching. Even so, the bleaching curve fits the Ohmic 

model well as shown by the middle graph in Figure 4.21. The predicted curve for Ohmic 

behavior during bleaching is calculated based on the intercalation during coloring. 

Much of the electrochemical data does not appear to be resistance limited during 

bleaching (as seen by the bad fit of the data to the predicted Ohmic curve in Figure 4.22). 

In some cases, the intercalation current varies exponentially with time during part of the 

bleaching process, indicating barrier limited behavior of the intercalated species at one of 
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the interlaces. The non-Ohmic behavior can also be due to a charge transfer term. other 

resistances or a polarization term that becomes more prominent during bleaching. Another 

problem arises in analyzing the current during bleaching from the difference in built-in 

potential between coloring and bleaching cycles. The built-in potential is constant. but 

affects the total potential differently. depending on the sign of the applied potential. 

Although microstructure strongly affects electrochromic properties. its affect on 

intercalation kinetics is not so clear. Highly crystalline films have greater initial resistances 

than do amorphous or partially crystalline fllms. most notably during coloring. This trend 

is also observed in similar furnace-fired films. In general. initial resistances during bleaching 

are higher than those during coloring. except for the case just mentioned. However. if we 

consider that the built-in potential is different for bleaching than for coloring and that there 

could be a polarization effect at short times after the polarity is switched. then the initial 

bleaching resistances may equal the initial coloring resistances. This would indicate that the 

working electrode resistance is dominated by the ITO layer. Then as density and 

crystallinity increase. the tungsten oxide film resistance increases and makes a more 

significant contribution to the total working electrode resistance. Also. the time for 

coloration increases because of the lower currents produced by the higher resistance. Since 

laser-fired. sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fllms densify less than similar furnace-fired fllms. 

they are generally more porous and prove to be more efficient. For films that have non

Ohmic bleaching behavior. another factor governs the rate of charge intercalation. The 

other factor could be 1) electron and ion transport in the W03• 2) a barrier at the ITO/W03 
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interface, 3) a barrier at the WOJelectrolyte interface, 4) a barrier at the counterelectrode, 

and/or 5) charge transport in the electrolyte. Since W03 makes an Ohmic contact with ITO, 

possibly (2) is unimportant. In the liquid electrolyte test cell that we use, (4) and (5) are not 

limiting factors for the currents used. Electron and ion transport in the tungsten oxide 

depends on the microstructure and is proposed as the reason for the change in 

electrochromic properties with processing conditions. Since most fIlms have Ohmic current 

behavior during coloring, it is possible that the bleaching current is made non-Ohmic by a 

barrier resistance between the W03 and the electrolyte. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

General sol-gel chemistry has been extensively studied and for many systems is well 

known, especially simple systems like silica. The kinetics of the sol to gel transition, 

hydrolysis, condensation reactions, and sintering have all been studied under furnace-fIred 

processing. Since heating from laser firing lasts on the order of tens of milliseconds instead 

of minutes or hours as in a furnace, the question of kinetics is raised. Can all the reactions 

necessary to make dense ceramics/glasses via the sol-gel method be accomplished in the 

short fIring times provided? The answer comes by examining the composition, structure, 

and properties of the laser-fIred films and comparing them to similar materials made in a 

more conventional manner. 

We have shown that laser firing is a viable and often desirable method for fIring sol

gel derived fIlms. Laser fIring of sol-gel silica was done to study the effects of fast firing 

conditions on sol-gel derived coatings. The results showed that laser-fIred, sol-gel derived 

silica fIlms were similar to fused silica. Even the short firing times associated with laser 

firing were long enough to complete condensation reactions, network formation and organic 

burn-out. When laser firing easily crystallizable compositions, we were also concerned with 

the kinetic processes of crystallization. We thought we could avoid crystallization by fIring 

rapidly with scanned laser irradiation. However, as we discovered with tungsten oxide, 

crystallization could not be avoided. E1ectrochromism in tungsten oxide did not suffer from 

small amounts of crystallization, but highly crystalline films had poor electrochromic 

properties. 
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5.1 Retained organics 

Although sol-gel is considered inorganic chemistry, there are many organic species 

involved in the process. This is different from melt processing, which involves no organics. 

During firing of sol-gel materials, these organics are burned out of the body or fllm, leaving 

a porous network to sinter. During laser frring, the organics must also be burned out, but 

in a much shorter time period. The rate of organic burn-out depends on the specific 

chemistry involved; some systems contain more or larger organics. As shown in Section 

3.3, burn-out appears to be complete in laser-fired, sol-gel derived silica as evidenced by the 

lack of carbon in the fJlms and by the absence of organic peaks in FI'IR. Others [91] have 

noted retained carbon in laser-frred, sol-gel derived films, which may have been due to 

incomplete firing or chemistry that involves large, bulky organic molecules. However, the 

point remains that laser frring can result in complete organic burn-out in sol-gel coatings. 

5.2 Structure 

Once we have established that there are no retained organics, the next question 

involves the structure that is formed. Hydrolysis and condensation reactions require heat 

and time to form a continuous glass network. Compositionally, laser-frred sol-gel fllms have 

similar stoichiometry to their furnace-frred counterparts. Raman spectroscopy shows 

primarily six member rings as is normal for fused silica, with few four and five member rings 

that are considered to be defect structures. The structure of mixed oxides shows similar 
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results. FTIR spectra show A-O-B peaks, where A and B are different metal ions, indicating 

a mixed oxide network. Therefore, it is evident that laser fIring does provide enough time 

for network formation of oxide glasses and ceramics. 

The final stage of sol-gel densiftcation is viscous sintering of the porous structure 

to make a dense body or fllm. In chapter 3, the data show laser-fIred sol-gel derived silica 

has the same index of refraction, the same amount of shrinkage, and the same hardness as 

fully furnace-fired, sol-gel derived silica with refractive index and hardness equal to that of 

fused silica glass. These results confIrmed that all the processes necessary to transform a 

gel into a dense ceramic/glass are accomplished in the short fIring times of laser processing. 

On the other hand, some applications benefIt from a porous structure (e.g., sensors) and, 

therefore residual porosity can be desirable. For silica, which does not readily crystallize, 

laser firing conditions below what is needed for full densiftcation result in a porous glass; 

where density depends on the extent of fIring. In the case of easily crystallizable materials, 

full firing would indicate a dense, crystalline structure, which are known to be detrimental 

to electrochromic behavior. As the data in chapter 4 show, laser firing parameters are highly 

controllable to produce the desired microstructure, whether it be amorphous, partially 

crystalline, or fully crystalline tungsten oxide. 

5.3 Drying stresses 

Another concern of using the sol-gel method is cracking from drying stresses. Thin 

films are usually immune from cracking because most of the shrinkage occurs perpendicular 
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to the coating plane. However, sol-gel films are typically furnace-fired and are not subjected 

to heating and cooling rates of up to lOs K/s as they are with laser fIring. Even the most 

highly fired films in this study (silica) could be brought to full densmcation without cracking. 

However, if higher laser power densities and lower translation speeds are used, films tend 

to crack, sometimes along with substrate melting and/or cracking. Film cracking from laser 

firing was often noted in dehydrated tungsten oxide films, but not with the samples normally 

used. While laser-fIred, sol-gel derived fIlms can crack from drying stresses, most did not, 

due to proper adjustment of the process variables. 

5.4 Properties/applications 

Although different properties, such as high hardness, high wear resistance, high 

index of refraction, or good electrochromic behavior, are sought from different coating 

compositions, the ultimate success of the project relies on the attainment of these properties. 

For example, we produce a wide variety of microstructures in laser-fIred, sol-gel derived 

tungsten oxide films, yielding a range of electrochromic behavior. Thus, laser fIring affords 

us another means of firing, which helps to tailor properties. 

With the ability to control properties, laser fIring of sol-gel derived coatings has 

applications in optics, electronics, electrochromic smart windows, sensors, and protective 

coatings. All firing is done by scanning the laser across the part, which is necessary for fme 

optical devices, but could be tedious for large applications when using a small spot size. 

Lasers producing several kilowatts of power are now available that will produce adequate 
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power densities for the work that we have done here using a beam size of several square 

centimeters. With such a laser scanning at 5 crn/s, a one square meter plate can be laser-fired 

in about three minutes. Therefore, the size of the application is no longer limited to small 

laboratory specimens. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis, three different areas related to the fabrication of electrochromic 

devices were investigated. The fIrst area concerned thermal modeling of carbon dioxide 

laser irradiated oxide films on oxide substrates. The goal was to calculate the temperature 

profile seen by the material from the laser/oxide interaction. The second area examined the 

effects of laser radiation on the densifIcation of sol-gel derived films. Silica flJms were fIrst 

used due to their ease off ormation and reluctance to crystallize. Eventually, tungsten oxide 

fi1ms were fired with carbon dioxide laser radiation, which lead to the third area of study-

the relationship between the microstructure of laser-fIred, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide 

fllms and their electrochromic properties. 

The thermal modeling showed that it is possible to calculate the temperature profile 

of a point on an oxide target heated by a scanned laser beam. For silica and silicate glasses, 

temperature-dependent thermal properties must be used in order to obtain accurate results. 

On the other hand, temperature-independent optical properties can be used below the 

softening point without introducing signifIcant errors. Since the model is based on the 

target and laser properties, these data must be well known in order to calculate accurately 

thermal profiles. The temperatures calculated for our laser-fired oxide fllms agree well with 

experimental results, as compared with the properties and structures of similar furnace-fIred 

fIlms. 

In order to make the heating equations solvable, several assumptions were made, 

based on the properties of the fIlms and the radiation source. The following assumptions 
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appeared to be valid considering the good agreement to the furnace-fIred samples: 1) the 

effect of differences in the film and substrate properties are insignifIcant (because they have 

similar oxide-based bonding); 2) all of the absorbed heat is conducted away by the substrate 

(because the film is so thin in comparison to the amount of the bulk which is heated by the 

laser); and 3) the laser radiation is strongly absorbed (Le., the beam is much wider than the 

absorption depth). 

Extending the thennal modeling to a more complex geometry (Le., tungsten oxide 

f11ms on ITO-coated glass) involved accounting for the layers with different optical 

properties. Such thin fllms conduct little heat away compared with the substrate that only 

small errors were introduced by not accounting for them thermally. Also, thermal properties 

of thin film, sol-gel derived tungsten oxide and thin f11m ITO have not been published and 

would be diflicult to measure. Thus, even if we did factor in their thennal properties, errors 

could be introduced into the model because the thermal properties would have been 

estimated. Overall, the calculated temperatures for tungsten oxide films on ITO-coated 

glass were reasonable using a three-layer optical/one-layer thennal model. 

The results showed that laser-fired, sol-gel derived silica was indistinguishable from 

similar furnace-fired films and fused silica, compositionally, optically and mechanically. The 

evolution of densification from laser firing may have differed from that of furnace fIring, but 

that was expected due to the orders of magnitude difference in fIring times. The effects of 

laser firing tungsten oxide f11ms were more complicated due to the crystallization behavior 

of tungsten oxide and the dependence of electrochromism on microstructure. Laser-fIred, 
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sol-gel derived tungsten oxide films produced excellent electrochromic behavior, which was 

the goal with these films. The short firing times associated with laser fIring were benefIcial 

in avoiding crystallization and retaining more porosity than for furnace-fIred fIlms. As the 

results showed, laser fIring gave good control of the microstructure, which was desirable 

for varying electrochromic properties. 

Sol-gel derived tungsten oxide fIlms exhibited excellent electrochromic properties 

when a complete, organic-free network was fonned with little crystallization. Highly 

crystalline fIlms exhibited electrochromism, but with lower changes in optical modulation 

and longer response times. Most laser-frred fIlms had a partially crystalline microstructure 

with electrochromic behavior that depended on the amount and size of the crystallites. 

Regardless of the extent of crystallization, crystallites were randomly dispersed and 

randomly oriented with respect to each other and to the substrate. 
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7.1 Thermal model 
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More work could be done on the multi-layer thermal model to eliminate some of the 

assumptions. Since the fllms are much thinner than the diameter of the laser spot size, we 

use the thin film approximation, which means that the films are not accounted for thermally. 

Others have shown this to be a valid assumption, but we did not verify the thin :film 

approximation with the WOJITO/SLS samples. The two reasons for making this 

assumption are to simplify the calculations and because the thermal properties of the 

tungsten oxide and the ITO are unknown. Although the temperatures calculated for the 

tungsten oxide in the WOJITO/SLS samples are reasonable, the three-layer optical/three

layer thermal heating solution should be developed and compared to the three-layer 

optical/one-layer thermal heating solution. 

The thermal properties of the sol-gel derived tungsten oxide and the ITO will have 

to be measured to do the three-layer thermal analysis. The thermal conductivity of the 

tungsten oxide films can be measured by a number of thin fllm techniques. However, the 

thermal conductivity of indium-tin oxide cannot be determined by these thin fllm techniques 

because it is electrically conductive and optically transparent. A thin, insulating fllm can be 

applied over the ITO to make the thermal conductivity measurement. Then the thermal 

contribution of the insulating fllm will have to be subtracted from the measured value. 

The best confIrmation of the model would be to measure the temperature of laser 
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irradiated W03 and compare it to the calculated temperature. Infrared pyrometry does not 

have the spatial or time resolution necessary for measuring the temperature of the laser fIring 

experiments performed here. However, with a higher power laser, a larger spot size could 

be achieved having the same power density as that used in our experiments. With such a 

higher power laser, translated at a low velocity, infrared pyrometry might be able to measure 

the temperature of the film. Another way to test the three-layer model would be to deposit 

sol-gel derived silica onto ITO-coated glass and compare the evolution of refractive index 

to that of laser-fIred and furnace-fIred sol-gel derived silica fllms on silica substrates. The 

refractive index for sol-gel derived silica fIlms has already been studied as a function of 

temperature for laser- and furnace-fuing (Figure 2.7). This method does not provide a 

temperature measurement, but would add confmnation to the model. 

7.2 Tungsten oxide 

Porosity affects the electrochromic behavior of tungsten oxide filins. We can only 

infer volume fraction porosity by assuming porosity is the only contribution to a refractive 

index less than the theoretical value. Density measurements of the tungsten oxide films 

would be a better indicator of porosity than index of refraction. However, the best way to 

study the effects of porosity on electrochromism would be to measure pore size, distribution 

and volume fraction. A surface acoustic wave (SAW) device would give such infonnation 

and further the understanding of the effects of microstructure on electrochromism. The 

main problem of using a SAW device is sample preparation. Films must be deposited and 
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fIred on a quartz substrate that is approximately 1 em by 1.5 em and has electrodes 

patterned onto it. Since there is no ITO layer under the tungsten oxide on a SAW substrate, 

the laser/sample interaction is different and will not give the same results as the tungsten 

oxide films that are fIred on ITO-coated glass. Furnace-fIred films can be measured with 

the SAW device and the results compared with similar laser-fIred films. 

Further studies into the relationship between microstructure and film resistance 

would help in understanding the kinetics of electrochromism. The crystalline ftlms in this 

study had relatively high resistances in the electrochemical test circuit. Studying porosity 

as discussed above may also help in understanding the electrochemical resistance of the 

tungsten oxide fIlms. 

Although the microstructural study in this work shows good results, more 

transmission electron microscopy can be done to further the study. We observe a wide 

range of microstructures and show how they influence electrochromic behavior. More 

detailed work into the nucleation and growth of the crystallites, the volume fraction of 

crytallites, and the crystalline phases formed will help to determine fIring conditions to 

optimize electrochromic properties. To better preserve the microstructure during TEM 

specimen preparation, the methods for making these samples could be refmed. For example, 

ion milling amorphizes approximately 5 nm of the sample surface. If ion milling is followed 

by a low-angle precision ion polishing (PIP) step, the amorpbized layer can be removed. 

Refining specimen preparation should yield more representative microstructures and more 

quantatative data. 
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